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ABSTRACT

The proposed reliability-based static strength criteria system described in AFFDL-
TR-67-107, Volumes I-Ill, was reviewed to determine the data requirements

and availability, the implications of such an approach on the structural design

process, methods by which implementation can be achieved without discontinuity,

and necessary changes to specification and handbooks. Volume I describes the

studies made using data for the C-141 cargo transport. Volume II describes the
findings and includes five appendices. The principal conclusions are that insufficient
data exists for the imminent implementation, but that studies of the relative reliability

of different configurations and components or of different conditions at the same

location would provide a short term means of using the system to gain familiarity

and confidence.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

Many attempts have been made to achieve the realization of techniques for apply-
ing reliability methods to the definition of structural strength. The most compre-

hensive of these was prepared by Innes Bouton and others and is described in

AFFDL-TR-67-107. The three volumes of that report discussed previous methods

and derived proposed methods covering both time-independent (static) and time-

dependent (fatigue) strength. The full range of interactions with non-structural,

operational, executive and contractual areas was discussed.

The study described in the present report was aimed at reviewing the proposed

method for applying probabilistic techniques to the assessment of static strength

reliability. This review was to identify the duto requirements of the proposed

method, the necessary changes to specifications and design handbooks, the inter-
Faces with non-structural design areos ond the steps to be token during inplementa-

tion of the method.



SECTION It

SUMMARY

A clear understanding of the various operations incorporated into the proposed
static strength reliability analysis of AFFDL-TR-67-107 is necessary ?o its suc-
cessful implementation. Section III provides a simple worked example which
illustrates each step in tu-n using, first, dummy data and then realistic data.

The categories of required data ore defined.

Sections IV through IX discuss each cc-tegory in turn, by means of studies of date
pertinent to the C-141A cargo transport ircraft. Section X then summarizes the
findings in the form of o trial application of the method to the wing of the C-141A.

Sections XI and X11 discuss, respectively, the updoting of the data to reflect the
state of knowledge at each stage durin<3 the design and operational li of a vehkci,
and the form in which the required dlata might be standardized.

Specific steps required to achieve the short-term and long-term implementation of
the method ore described in Section XI14, nd the noceosry changes to existng
MIl-A specificotioos and AFSC Design Handbooks a nv umfinied in Section XVn
Setion XV contains the catc l sions anwd reconvedotios reulting fro the tudy.

Five o*pe.ices okIl ., mai te,. AsPed; I outlines < techAique foe the
eu of bbi-modol (double-fnitly) statistical distributions; the Gumazot distribution

of extremes is employed as on examle, but "e mnrhod i i volid for a tooge of
statisticol distributiom. Appendi 1i contoint the botic euotions of 'he co,'puter
program used in the study; this uses double-family Gut#bef distributions, a cwOat
calculation interval, and emp-oys &ayes' th .wem to incotporate the effects of telt
tults, but is othvwim similar to the orginal program; many of the inteadiate
results wre, however, printed. Ap,dfax IiI dexribes te pomr its it reqire-

monts ond oizerat io.

Appendix IV cootains sample runt made with the program, end Appenidix V shows
the aoalysis of load and stngth data using cible-fzniiy reeetotions.

A 2 -



SECTION III

EXAMPLE OF PROPOSED ANALYSIS SYSTEM

3. 1 Introduction

Reference I discusses in detail the underlying philosophy of a reliability-

based system of structural design criteria. Reference 2 summarizes the

essential ingredients in brief fashion. Both documents are based on certain

assumptions, somve consciously recognized, but some unconsciously incor-

pr.ated in the analytical procedures, Certin basic decisions must be

Sode at intervals throughout the application of the proposed system, and

many of those who would be responstile for the decisions will probably not

be fUlly convearsant with the mathemvatical process\, s involved,

The purpose of this 'Section is to illustr-teos for as possible, the physicol
meonings of the various, teps ink the Process.- Tho dao required fee each

step wtill be Identified, and its vie d~tonstoroted

3.2 Comwoef Ptograin

The conwwt ptvogram ascii for these cnortvil was a nso&!iod$ nrion of that

In r oferc , sine rnatof ft o intoemeoe sTckes, which ore letcswy

t on undertin mg of the i0vlikotion tare not ead, visiblea in hat -program.
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Provision is made for the resultant strength of the structure to be

represented by a basic mater;al strength disfilbution on which may

be superimposed a second distribution attributable to the variations

caused by fabrication processes.

Two interpretations of test results are incorporated in the modified

program. The first is the same as that i?, the or-tinal program of

reference I, and recognizes the consequences of survival of the

test load. In the case of multiple tests, this need not be interpreted

as N tests surviving the lowest load carried, The second, which has

been added, Oermits recognition of the implications of failures at

differen known loads. Bayesian techniques are employed to perform

the modifications to the probable strength distribution, as recommended

in reference 3.

3.3 Data Used

To provide greater clarity of the steps involved, the data used have

greater dispersion that .ould normally be expected in practice. Hence,

the nunme'ical values must not be regarded as realistic. A realistic op-

plicc;,,n is described in sub-section 111-6.

3.4 The Two Design Conditions

_ . Trhe philo-, hy of the proposed system incorporates a number of

interesing feutures, and the relationships between these must

be fully inderstood if the application is to be realized. The

opera'ional regime of the aircraft is divided into the three areas

4 shown in figure 1 (see reference 2)

b. At all conditions up to those possible within the specified limits

of normal op,'ration the probability of structural failure should be

negligible; the desired reliability must be very close to unity.

c. At conditions above these, but only up to some "overload" level

.considered to be feasible, the structure should have a progressive'y

ditinishing chance of survival. In the proposed system thi, is

represented by evaluation of the caiculation of the risk of failure

at a chosen design oveiload level defned as the omega condition.

S5
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d. At foad levels beyond the omega condition, no structural
performance is evaluated. Failure is regarded as inevitable
-nd the responsibility for failure is assigned entirely to opera-
tional or sub-system mancgement.

e., The structural design process must therefore start with the recog-
nition of two simultaneous design conditions. Figure 2 shows

K the various steps involved. The critical load system occurring
within the normal operational limits is evaluated to determine

the unfactored design limit load. From a knowledge of the

strength. distribution appropriate to limit conditions (load inter-
-action, temperature, pressure, etc.), a design factor can be

selected.whieh wi-l enable the desired reliability goal to be
Qttained; this should recognize the probability of discrepancies
between the intended and actual strength levels (see sub-sections
111-5 (v) and 111-7 (iv) and Section VII). This is applied to the
unfactored design limit load to give the factored design limit load.

A corresponding sequence of calculations will result in a value for
the factored design omega load.

f. These two factored load levels must then be compared. If they
are equal, then a structure designed to the common load will

meet both reliability requirements without penalty. The two
other situations are more likely:

(1) if the fac.ored limit load 1 less than the factored omega
load, then either the vmega condition should be reduced

in level or reliability, or the limit condition can be raised
in level ot reliability without penalty

(2) if the factored omega condition is less than the factored

limit condition, !hen a grecrer overload capacity can be
provided (load or reliability), or the limit condition penalizes

a design witk the chosen overload capacity.

7t - --: "" 2~~47 - -
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g. The test procedure becomes a means of disclosing the
probability that the actual strength distribution differs
from that intended. The test results will change the pre-
dicted reliability levels in a manner depending on the

number of independent tests and on the test load. Pre-
dictions or assumptions may be included in the choice of

design factor if so desired.

3.5 Worked Example

a. The first step requires the selection of the unfactored design

load (UNFLD). This may be based either on the normal oper-
ational regime (limit load), or on the overload regime (omega

load) as discussed in sub-section 111-4; the difficulties of a
meaningful definition are described -i Section IV and V, but
for the present example it is sufficient to assume that a limit
value of 100 units has been selected, as shown in figure 3. This

unfactored design load is used as a basis for defining the initial
sizing of the structure.

b. The second step matches the factored design load (DSNLD) (a
d .dgn safety factor, FS, on limit load may be incorporated if

so desired, together with a design margin of safety, MSJ where

DSNLD = UNFLD x FS x (1 + MS) -(1)

to some specified strength level defined as o number of standard
deviations (SALL) below the intended mean ttrength. Conventionally,
this will be implicit in the design allowable streiiths, but must be

specifically recognized in these statistical terms. The .,ended mean
. trength, AMSTR, is therefore known, since

L'SNLD - AMSTR (1 - SALL (2)

Figure 4 shows this step in graphical terms. The assumed strength
variation was assumed to be a double-fomily distribution containing

a sub-family of weaker specimens.

L .8
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c. So far, the procedure is virtually indistinguishable from that

in use in the present deterministic criteria systems, but from this

point onward the added consequences of a probabil istic system

begin to emerge.

d. The intended reliability can now be evaluated, based on the

premise that the actual mean strength of the whole production

run of the particular structural item under consideration will

actually be AMSTR. This impiies not only that the loads and

strength variations ore correct, but also that there are no dis-

crepancies of any kind in the design, the analysis, the material,

the fabrication or the assembly of the structure. If this assumption

of "no error" is made, then the probability of failure, if the strength

is X (U 1/2dx), is given approximately by the product of the

probability that the strength is in that band multiplied by the

probability that the load exceeds X (i .e. failure occurs if the

load exceeds the strength). This can be expressedus

6PF(X) PS(X) P(X) (3)

where 6PF(X) is the contribution to the total probability of

failure,

ps(X) is the probability that the strength is X 1 l/2ix)

PX is 0k. Probability thot the lood exceeds X

Summing the incremental values of 4P FX) gives t'e total prob-

ability of failure
x

i PF(X) = PFX)-4)

Figure 5 shows the two stages graphically.

0. The next step represents a major chango bet. een -he conventional

.nd probabilistic processes, namely the quantitative assessptent of

the probability of a discep.nncy between tht intended ien strength

of the fleet an. the nchieved suongth. This point is disc,.ssed at

length in teferance 1, but since it must be fully recognized, it is

briefly outlined here, and described again in Section VII.

.I
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It is commonly accepted that analytical methods alone are

insufficient to guarantee the strength of a structure, particularly

where design and manufacturing processes are advancing more

rapidly than the supp.rting analytical tools. Arithmetical errors,

either major or .m r, are encountered in practice, as are deliberate

processes of underdesign to save weight. The net effect is reflected

in accumulated test failure experience.

An interesting numerical observation described in reference 1 may be

reiterated for emphasis. Suppose the design allowable strength to

correspond to the 99 per cent probability of survival; then only one

test article in 100 should be expected to fail at load levels lower

than the fully factored design load, a situation which is not con-

firmed 6,, actual test experience. Even it the mean strength (as

detemined by small-scale tests) is used as the allowable strength,

then no more than one half of the static ultimate tests should result

in failure.

Objective consideotlon of real-life static test performance leads to

the inescapoble conclusion that the achieved mean strength of a

design may be less than the intended mean strength because of

discrepancies in design, material, fabrication or assembly.

f. The choice of the specific error function to be used is discussed in

Section VII. For this illustrative example, a double-family distri-

butlon was assumed for the ratio of probable actual mean stre.ngth

to intended mean strength. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the assumed

distribution; the sub-family with its mean at 1.0 ,n be regarded

as covering tolerances in reading design data from curves, in "round-

off" errors and other similar practices; the other sub-farnily has its

mean at 0.8 and con be considered to represent discrepancies due to

rarithmetic errors, to faulty quality-control of material, poor assembly

and so on. Ten per cent of the total population is assigned to this

second sub-family.

13
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Sg. The assumed distribution of mean strengths is then combined
with the assumed strength variation to produce a distribution

of probable individual strengths. This is achieved by taking
each mean strength level, . , in turn, and assuming a

sub-group containing p(r.) of the total with a distribution sc.aled
from the basic strength distribution; this results in a series of con-
tributions to the probability ps(xi, ;Z) that the strength is xi when

the mean is x., as shown in figure "(0). Summing for each x,
gives the total probability of each strength level, as shown in
figure 7(b).

h. The failure risk and the reliability con now be revised to recog-
nize the assumed probable discrepancies, but before the incor-

porolion of knowledge from any tests. Figure 8 shows the two
stages involved, which are identical to those described in paragraph
(iv) above.

-". The :.ixt step, the incorporation of test results, requires a different
interpretation of the Purposes of static testing from that commonly

held, The conventional view is that if the test article survives
the desig9noted load, then the design is pfoved, but this has no validity
in a probabilistic context, Th. eke ece of probobilism (reference 4)
is that a discrpoany remainl, havr slim that Chonce may be,
Thti is. due to the psibility that the test article may be from the

stroMnger end of the dlstrlbutloni the reflibllity eti.mte Miust reC-
izS the * etence of the weakest member of the flet.

Hone the Invention of the test requires re-inte-prettion, d
stated In referente I, becWner tha mavw of 'disc loiirv whethe
ther are discreponcles in the design, fabrication or asembly

p.octs.s which result In the actual stren'th levels being difftat
fto those Intenden .

.. Thi mthsh".4 l application of Boyes, thkearom to this Wpcific
problem Is well-und.-itood; reforance 5 Is one example of the
available literature. Briefly, the reosning is as follows, 6 the
t.o of "SU' vlI" teits:

15
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let P(x.;x i) be the probability* that the strength exceeds

x,; when the mean *strength has the va!ue 2.; and

let p((G.) be the probability that the mean strength is
,'.(+ 1/2dx)

Initially, an assumed distribution cF , is used as a prior distribution

p(X.). Now let one test be performed to a lood XT and let the

specimen survive this test. The posterior distribution of mean strengths
is then given by

;P(XT; P()

; XT I -

Y iPX )  -(5)j

where the summation is performed for -the whole range of 3Z required

to ensure that . p(x equals unity, and the denominator repre-

sents a normalizing factor which retains the total posterior probability

of x. as unity.

The effect of equation (5) is therefore to update the assumed distri-

bution of mean strengths as a result of knowledge gained from the
test, this knowledge being that the strength of the specimen was

greater than XT

If several tests are made successively, the posterior distribution

from the first test becomes the prior distribution for the second.

test, and so -n.

Figure 9 shows the revised distributio:ns of probable mean strength

which are derived from one and Iwo tests to survive a load of 150.

These revised mean strength distributions lead in turn to updated
distributions of probable individual strength (figure 10 shows the

effects).

k. The failure probabilities and reliabilities are then re-evaluated to

give values appropriate to the new state of knowledge (see figure
11)

*The semi-colon denotes that P refers to the distribution of xi for a given value

of
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S1 An alternative test interpretation will exist when the failing

load is known.

let p(x.;x.) be the probcbili , that the strength is
xi (+ 1/2dx) when the mean strength is

x. (+ I/2dx)

let p(.) be unchanged from the previous definition

The posterior distribution of x. is then

P (; XT,) = P(XTI;x) p(x -(6)

P(XTI;X p(xi)

and is used as before to yield the updated distribution of indi-

vidual strength (see figures 12 and 13 for the example of two

tesi failures at 150).

m. The revised failure probabilities and reliabilities can be computed

from the updated strength distributions to reflect the known fact
that the strength of each test specimen was 150. Figure 14 shows

the results graphically.

n. In general, tests will not lead to the same result, and the methods

described above remain valid if the XT values are changed from
test to test. The order in which the values occur is immaterial

the soame final results being obtained, for example, for a test to

150 followed by a test to 180 and for a test to 180 followed by

a test to 150. The intermedlute estimates after the first test will
differ. The difference in interpretation between survival tests

and failure tests is discussed in Section IX.

o. The results of the computations in the different steps of the analysis
are summarized in Table I. Comments illustratinj the lntemretation

of the values are:

(1) the process of matching the (factored) design load to an
allowable strength set at two standard deviations below

the mean implies that the intended mean strength of the
fleet is 217.0. The basic strength distribution (double-

tamily) has a standard deviation of 217.0 x 0.154 = 33.4

which explains the large difference In values. Practical

data would reduce this substantially (see Section III-
22
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TABLE I - SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF EXAMPLE

MEAN COEFF. OF TOTAL* TOTAL
CONDITION STRENGTH VARIATION RISK REL.

No error, no test 217.0 0.154 0.01823 0.98177
Prob. - rror, no test 152.0 0.170 0.13841 0.86159

Survival tests:
Ist to 150 158.0 0.155 0.12312 0.87688
2nd to 150 159.4 0.154 0.11906 0.88094

Failure tests:
Ist to 150 154.2 0.156 0.13387 0.86613
2nd to 150 153.4 0.155 0.13619 0.86381

Ist to 150 154.2 0,156 0.13387 0.86613
2nd to 180 163.3 0.151 0.10844 0.89m5

11t to 180 164.0 0.151 0.10667 0.89333
2nid to 150 163.3 0.151 0' 1084 0.89156

UNFLD 100o FS. i s, MS 1 0, DSNLD 150, $ALL 2-0
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The intended failure risk is 0.01823, the intended reliability
being 0.982.

(2) Recognition of the probable existence of discrepancies reduces
the predicted actual mean strength to 152 .0 and, at the same
time, increases the coefficient of variation to 0.170, resulting

in a standard deviation of 25.8. The predicted failure risk
increases seventy six times with a corresponding decrease in re-

liability to 0.862.

(3) After one test surviving 150, the probable mean strength of

the fleet reverts upward to 158.0 wi , the coefficient of varia-
tion dropping well back to 0,155. The Bayesian update uses the
test result to indicate a smaller error than was assumed, and
revises the reliability to a slightly better value of 0.877.

(4) The second test has less influence, resulting in an improvement
to 0.881

(5) A test failure at 150 tends to affirm the assumed error definition
implying a fleet mean strength of 154 .2; the revised reliability (0 .866)
is only a little better than that corresponding to the "no test" situation.

(6) The second teft failure at 150 confirms the error assumption, and
lowers the fleet mean strength further (to 1.53.4), the reliability
dropping very slightly to 0.864.

(7) If the second test failure is at 180, the results of the first test
(failure at 150) are railed by a significant amount. The fleet
mean strength improves to 163.3, the reliability moving to 0.892.
However, the values are still well below the intended ("no error")
values, which emphasizes the fact that testing to load levels in the
neighborhood of the factored design load do not prove the absence
of discrepancies between the intended and actual strength voriation

among the total population.

(8) It is seen from Table I that reversing the order of the two failure

tests leads to the some final values. The interneiate values,
after the first test to 180, ore compatible with the achievement of
this test level

26
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3.6 Example with Realistic Data

a. An example based on realistic data for the C-141 Cargo
Transport follows, The procedure is as described in the
previous sub-section but maore reliance can be placed on the
absolute values of the results. The assumptions mode are as
follows:

(1) The loads distribution was based on a single-family

Gumbel distribution of the maximum load occurring
per aircraft lifetime; integration from right to left yields
the necessary probability that a load less than or equal
to x will occur. design limt load was set at 100 with a
design factor o": 1 .5.

(2) The basic strength distribution was assumed to be of
Gumbel form wiih coefficient of variation of 0.06.

(3) The design allowable used for sizing the structure was
token to be 2.326 standard deviations below the mean
(99 per cent exceedence).

(4) The assuied error function was based on retrospective
-4oy~ of C-141 wing 1wr data (coniponenrt and stat'ic

'test); this is discussed further in Section VI1.

(S) Testing was assumted to consist of two ieporate tests, each
-surviving 150 0. .e, the test factor was equated to the
design factor of 1 .5 in the conventional manner).

b., Figur~e 15 shows the lead distribution acid the irstended strenvth
distiits. Because of the wide numotical ror-gas, logarithmic
plots diove beert chosen throughout. Figure 16 gives the conre-

sporing failure probability distribution and reliabil~ty. It will
be noted that- ile (low) fai lure risk is due almost entirely to the
few very weak specimens which are certain to incur loads exceeding
their strength, and that there is little risk of the high loads causing
failure. This emphosizes the interpretation in reference I of "under-

J strength protection".
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c. Figures 17(a) and 17(b) shows the effect of the assumed error

function on the probable strength, exaggerated by the logarithmic
scale. The some figures show the updated distributions following

the tests. It is important to notd that the assumed error function

-- implies a low probabilify of surviving the test; the fact that the

test was survived thus effectively denies the existence of the

weaker sub-family of strength and amounts to a self-compensating

process. In practice, this will tend to alleviate penalties which

might exist due to over-conservative assumptions; conversely, pre-

mature failure will correct the strength distribution by implyinjt a

greater probability of a discrepancy. Techniques such as the use

of Boyes' theorem may prove to be the key to the effective use of

the proposed system of reference I.

-d 4. Figure 18 illustrates the varition of the failure distribotion and

reliability as the test data is accuniulated.

e. The C-141 example is summarized in Table I1, and l ads to the

(1) matchtrng the factoted desg load (150) to on allowable

streogth at 2,326 stardotd deviation below the mean Int-.
plios tht the inm"nded mton stiength of the flet is at
174.5 (i e at 1.745 times the wdtc ttoed toad). The

probiitI. y of surviving ore test to ISO is found to be

LV072, which implies that only one ec-te in 36 should

fal to canty the IS0 e cgnt test load. The intended re-

liability is aimost one.

(2) the -ussused crter tu tio ec he poable mean stgth

of the fleet to 146.3 and doubles the coefficiont of ,or{otio.

The p,,b~illty of surviving a e- to I5 dtops to 0 ..5, to

that if the rtat a. 01 s at e core', on* iecimen in two

I uld fll below ISO per cent food, The predicted reliability
reduces to 0.9986.
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TABLE If SUMMARY OF C-141 EXAMPLE

MEAN COEFF. OF ITOTAL TOTAL
CONDITION STRENGTH VARIATION RISK R EL.

No error, no test 174.5 0.060 0.0000005 0.999999

roboble errov, no test 146.3 0.133 0.001374 0.998625

After one test
surviving 150 152.5 0.066 .0.00000*18 0.999998

[fter two tests
urviving 150 153.5 0.065 0.0000017 0.999998

UNFLD 100, FS =1-5, MS =0, DSNLD 150, S ALL =2.326
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(3) survival of the first test indicates that the likely errors

are less extreme than assumed. The update process raises

the predicted mean strength of the fleet to 152.5, re-

ducing the coefficient of variation almost to the intended

value. The reliability (0.999 998) is also restored almost
to the original value.

(4) the second test has virtually no effect on the reliability.

3.7 Data Categories

a. This sub-section identifies the data requirements of the proposed

method in general terms. Each category is discussed separately

in later Sections of this report.

b. Load data:

The philosophy of reference 1 (summarized in a clearer manner 'n

reference 2) considers the operational experience of z fee. .f

aircraft to be divided into three areas, separated by boundaries de-

fined as "limit condition" and "omega condition" respectively (see

sub-section 111-4). Load levels up to the maximum which is

likely to occur in normal usage must not result in failure due to

unduly weak strength; in different words, the probable risk of

failure of the weakest likely member of the fleet must be acceptably

remote. A corollary of this is the necessity that the operator must

be able to apply the limit definition in order to achieve the desired

reliability.

Now the kernel of the reliability prediction is the comparison of

the probability of a certain strength and the probabihty of a greater

load. It is therefore essential that load and strength must be expressible

in terms of the same quantity.

When only a single parameter is involved (as in the cases discussed

in references I and 2), no real problem arises. In most realistic con-

ditions, combinatiorns of parameters will be necebsary for both load

(load factor, weight, ipeed, etc.) and slrength (bending, torsion,
pressure, etc.), and the choice of basic parameters is less obvious.

These points cre discussed in later sections.
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When multiple parameters occur, it is not possible to select

a single it,.,it (or omega) load level with a probability which

can be directly related to a reliability level Nevertheless,

a single value is necessary for the initial sizing of the structure.

The basic data required therefore consists of:

(4) design unfactored load levels (based on normal operational

or limit conditions and based on desired overload, or omega,

conditions)

(2) design factors (and design margins of safety) to be used in

conjunctio,. with the unfactored loads in order to determine

the structura! configuration

(3) declared load levels (limit and omega) at which the chosen

reliability goals are to be met

(4) probability distributions of the limit and omega loads, which
may be quite separate since the parameter being overloaded may

not be the primary parameter.

Sections IV ard V explores these features in greater detail.

c. Strength Data:
A means ;s required for establishing the probable variation of

strength relative to the mean strength, and this definition must

be in terms of the single principal parameter used to define the-

load. It will generally be necessary, therefore, to perform separate

analyses at constant values of -each secondcry parameter. The resultant

strength of a real structure will rnvolve not oniy the properties of

the basic material, but also the variabil,tv introduced by fabrication

and assembly processes. A design allowable level (a number of

standard deviations below the mean) is required for establkshing the

initial sizes of the structural members. The basic statistical properties

of the. resultant strength distribution (i .e. the coefficients of variation

of the sub-families, the relative locations of the means of the sub-

families and the relative proportions of the population assigned to the

sub-families) are assumed constant as the predicted mean strength of
the system is updated. Section VI discusses the nature of these items.
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Error Function:
In order to employ the automatic update feature introduced
by' %yesian methods, the predicted actual strength is raquired
to be a function of two variables, These are taken to be the
basic strength distribution relative to the mean strength, and

-the probable distribution of mcean strength. The "no error" con-
dition co'n be c'nal-/zrd independently as described in sub-section
111-5, but cannot be assumed as the prior distribution of BAiyes'
theorem since equations (5) or (6) do not result in any change

when only one 'falue of -x. exkts. Hence, some assumed distri-
bution of mean strength is required, however nnrrow this may be.

In~ practice, there willf be few instances where the design and
constructiot, methods are so- wel! esi-ablished that the choice of
an undisclosed error. can be truly claimed to be negtigibie. The

c hoice of error function rannW~ialy be arbitrary, or may be
based on- on indlividuoaw company's experience of its own procedures.
Ii is important that the interaction betweort th6- original error function
and the updating by test results is appreciated; a gross error function

implies little chance of surviving a high test k~and if the test
load is survived, it will result in a drastic imr~rovement of the pre-

dicted strengths. Conversely, an optinti;Nc error fUnction implies
near certainty of p a~sir-g the test; if the test fails, a drastic re-
duction in the prudicted strength will result, The whole proccss

tenda to be self-comper.-ating Figures 19(a), 19(b) 19(,-) and 19(d)
illustrate this tendency.

Sec on V de 'bes the p~actical otsessment oi suitable unctions
from test experience.

e. Reliability Goal:

This subject is addressed in Section Vill and the only com~ments

neceisary at this stage aow that no obvious rationale has been
detected for the values lo be uscd. Evien if the remainder of the

system is probabilistic in nature, the chosen relksbilty laevels

will probably retain aodoterminittic choaracter.

.............. .....
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f. Test Factors:

Once the essential nature of the static strength tests is accepted
as the meanrs of disclosing discrepancies between the intended
strength distribution and the probable actual strength distribution,
and not as a means of "proving compliance" with a design obli-
gation, then the logic by -vhich test factors can be selected
can be developed.

The fundamental aim is the prediction of the risk of failure within
a specified range of load levels, and the selection of a target
test level which will indicote that the chosen risk (ihe complement of
the reliability) wilt be met. If a lower test strength is achieved,
further studies can be initiated to evaluate the trade-off between
load probability and reliability. The test factors can therefore be
selected from a knowledge of the pre-test dato and cost-optimized
witht respect t.,: the probabilifX of destroying the specimens, the
number of specimens and the level of loading. Section IX gives

fur0ter detoits.

One other feature emerges from the example described earlier;
a test failure at, say 150, can also be regarded as a test surviving
149. However, the probabilistic differences may not be negligible
for the falure implies no probability that the specimen has a
strength exceeding 150, whereas the survival does include the prob-
ability of greater strengths. This anomaly is pursued in Section IX,

g. The final data requirement is simply the recognition that at any
given stage in the design, tes' and operational life of the aircraft,
te appropriate data should reflect the current stage of knowledge.

Progressive updating of all parameters is neestwry to t-he full assess-
ment of the reliability of the fleet.
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SECTION IV

CHOICE OF INITIAL DESIGN LOADS

4.1 Introduction

At the outset of the design of a new aircraft, little definitive
information will be available to define the probabilities of the

loads or the strength levels. The maximum use must be made

of approximations to permit the preliminary design iterations to

proceed; the structural configuration, materials and methods of
fabrication will usually be varied during this stage. It is necezary
for a deterministic definition ot the design IoaJb to be cleorly deined

as a means to the sizing of the structure; this item in the design ch ain
cannot be treated on a probability basis within the procedures currently

in general use, and any change to introduce such a basis would be a
cause of disruption.

This section examines these related problems as they would occur during
the design of a cargo transport aircraft (C-141 data was used), but with
the implied advantage of prior knowledge of the probable utilization (in

practice, this could frequently be obtained from accumulated data on an

existing aircraft of similar type).

4.2 Available Statistics

Appropriate data which can be used in the application of statistical
methods to determination of design loads appear to exist in quantity
only for the following parameters:

a. Symmetrical maneuver load factors

b. Gust intensities
c. Landing sinking speeds

The information which is available concerning these parameters in many

cases is probably inadequate to establish probability levels appropriate

to Omega load levels without extreme extrapolation. Also, it is quite
obvious that loading conditions cannot be defined with these parameters

alone.
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However, where at least one significant parameter of a loading

condition can be defined adequately through statistics it appears

that the statistical approach can be used. This can be done in

the following manner:

a. Select appropriate statistical data concerning a significant

parameter and extrapolate the data as necessary (using ex-

treme value techniques, for example).

b. Select other significant statistics from mission profile infor-

mation, also extrapolating to necessary extremes.

c. Combine the above statistics using joint probability techniques

to select conditions appropriate to the designated structural re-

liability goals. (See Stction VIII.)
d. Select other parameters necessary to completely define loading

conditions from the basic requirements of the MIL-A-8860 Series.

4.3 Design Limit Conditions

In the context of the new procedure, limit loads represent those which

miy be ottalned in norma operations within normal operational envelopes
and Omega loads are those which result from exceeding normal limitations

due to an unusual occurrence. Therefore, in selecting limit conditions,
normo operational ,Imitations should be used, such a.:

a. Speeds not exceeding VH

b. Center of gravity limits not including a design tolerance

c. Weights not exceeding maximum gross weight

d. Paylods not exceeding placoaed limits

e. Etc.

4,4 ...Desgn a )verlad Condtions

However, in the selection of Omega load cases, statistically defined

parameters, mission profile extrapolated parameters, and MIL-A-8860
Series parameters shoold have no individual limits except those set

by reasonability. For ?aMple, weights exceeding maximum design

gross weight should be considered if statistics or extrapolated mission
profile data indicate such,speeds up to VL and possibly beyond should
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4,

be used if statistics are available for verification, payloads exceeding
limit payloads should be included, and center of gravity limits should

include at least the Military Specification tolerance.

4.5 Example Using C-141 Data

a. As an example of how such a procedure might be applied using

a minimum of statistical data the followno C-14 landing loads

analysis is offered. Table III shows the C-141 landing weight

occurrences for one design lifetime of 12,000 landings as derived

from the C-141 design mission profiles as shown in Reference 7.

Applying extreme value theory to these statistic results in the

cumulative occurrences of landing weight shown in Figure 20.

Extreme value theory applied to landing sinking speed data is

shown in Figure 21. Two sets of sinking speed data ore shown,

one from MIL-A-008866A and me other rrom Figure 7.5 of

Reference 8, for aircraft weighing over 150,000 pounds.

b. Figure 22 results from applying the joint probability of the

landing weight statistics and the sinking speed statistics to

obtain the combinations of landing weight and sinking speeU

to be considered, A probability of occurrence of once per 12,000

landings was used for limit conditions and a probability of 10-3

per 12,000 landings for Omega conditions.

The sinking speed data from MIL-A-008866A appears to be

quite high as compared to that from Reference 8. Since the

source of the MIL-A-008866A data is unknown and the reference

8 data is known to be statistically based, the Reference 8 data will

be used in the subsequent anlybls.

c. Limit combinations of landing weight and sinking speed are chosen

along the 1.0 probability line and analyzed in accordance with

MIL-A-008862A requirem nts. The only requirements of MIL-A-

008862A which have Ueen replaced ore the landing weight sinking

speed combinations. However, since limit conditions represent

normal operations, the maximum gross weight which should be con-

sidered is the landplane landing design gross weight of 257,500 pounds.
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TABLE III

C-141 LANDING WEIGHT OCCURRENCES

EEIGHT ICUMULATIVE
a )OCCURRENCES OCCURRENCES

~142,650 34 12,000
143,090 17 11,966

145,061 17 11,949

147,060 80 11,932
149,355 17 11,852

Wr ~040 138 11,835

1174,530 857 11,697
1180,074 672 10,840

J197, 105 82010 10,168
26101968 1,968
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Also, a decision must be mwc'n as to what the sinkiicg speed

restriction is for normal operations. If this is selected as

ten feet per second, then the range of limit conditions to

be investigated is very small and is as shown by the heavy

par, )f the limit line ;n Figure 22. This region of invest -3ation

is also very close to the actual C-141 design point )f 10 feet

per second a 257,500 pournds.

d, Omega combina ions of landing weight und sinking speed are

chosen along he 10' probability lire and analyzed i, accor-

donce with MIL-A-008862A requiresents. However, the energies

involved in using these data are extremely large and lead one to

question the validity of he data, particulariy when the sinking

speed statistics used did not include any data at higher sinking tpeeds

than seven feet per second. It appears that, even for Omega con-

ditions, rationai !imits must bc set on extrapolation of statistics

in order to result in a reasonable structural design. A possible

rational cutoff of sinking speed for the Omega case might be the

reserve energy absorption value of 125 percent of limit sinking

speed given in MiL-A-008862A. This would still make the Omega

case the designing case in terms of energy requirements.

el Another exurmple of an approach to selecting design load conditions

using a minimum of statistical information ollows. This example
deals with the selection of positive symmetrical maneuver conditions

for the C-141 using payload statistics derived from C-141 usage data

and maneuver load factor statistics from MIL-A-008866A.

Table IV reproduces the positive mareuver load factor spectra for

CTRANSPORT aircraft from Table VII of MIL-A.-008866A. The

values shown are in terms of cumulative occurrences per 1000 flight

hours by mission segment. Table V shows the percentage of time

the C-141 spends in each of the mission segments based on actual

usage data.
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TABLE IV

MANEUVER LOAD FACTOR SPECTRA C TRAN SPORT

REFERENCE TABLE ViI MIL-A-008866A (USAF)

NLOGISTICS ______TRAINING REF UEL

ASCENT CRUISE DESCENT ASCENT CRUISE DESCENT

1.2 11,000 825 13,000 60,000 45,000 35, M~J 8,000

1.4 380 30 435 5,600 4,000 3,500 850

1.6 25 3 28 500 350 800 110

1.8 4.5 0.7 5 70 35 250 20

2.0 1.8 15 5 90 2.5

2.2 4 1 35

2.4 2 11

2 6 1 4.5

2.8 1 5

TABLE V

C-141 USAGE DATA (FLIGHT HOUR BASIS)

LOGISTICS TRAINING
84.3%/ 15.7%

C LIMB CRUISE DESCENT CLIMB CRU'ISE DESCENT

13,6% 81.1% 5.3% 18.2% 49.6% 32.2%
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Extrapolating ihe ,aneuver load factor data of Table IV

and applying tke percentage utilizations of Table V results

in the maneuver load fact(,i exceedances of Figure 23 for

one C-141 iifetime of 30,000 flight hours.

f. C-141 usage data also provide, payload utilization information

which is summarized in Figi-e 24. The data points are shown

and extrapolation is used ;o determine possible extremes of pay-

load. Note that payloads are e.strapulated beyond the design

limit payload. Truncation of payloads at 120% in this case is
arbitrary. However, in actual cases, reasonable upper limits

can probably be established through cargo density-available volume

relationships or other means.

Maneuver load factor - payload joint probabilities are shown in

Figure 25 as derived from the data of Figures 23 and 24. In ac-

cordance with 'he recommendations of Section VIII, a 10- 3

probability of occurrence per aircraft lifeime is used for Omega

conditions and a 1 .0 probability of occurrence per aircraft lifetime

is used for limit conditions.

g. In order to facilitate the selection of design loading conditions

from these data, real payload and gross weight values are intro-

duced and the product of ,maneuver load facto, and gross weight

is plotted against payload cs shown in Figure 26 for limit con-

ditions and in Figyre 27 for Omega conditions. Lacking further

statistics, it is assumed that the load factor - payload combinations

con 'ccur with any given fuel quantity present.

h. In Figure 26 the, runge of limit conditions to be investigated is

shown and since limit conditions represent normal operations, the

envelope is cut off by a design payload limitation and a maximum

takeoff gross weight limitation. To complete the loads analysis,

the symmetrical maneuver analysis requirements of MIL-A-008861A

are to be applied using limitations on center of gravity limits, speeds,

etc. ustablished by normal operational placard. Note that the

maximum N-W of some 874,000 in Figure 26 is of the same order
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as the C-141 design limit nzW of approximately 800,000.

The relative criticality of the two levels is not known, however,

since they occur at entirely different combinations of fuel weight,

payload, and maneuver load factor.

i. In Figure 27 the range of Omega conditions to be investigated
is shown. With the lack of further statistics, these combinations

are analyzed using the symmetrical maneuver requirements of

MIL-A-008861A. Note that the maximum n zW of approximately

1,400,000 in Figure 27 is of the same order as the C-141 ultimate
nzW of approximately 1,200,000. Again, the relative criticality

of the two levels is not known.
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SECTION V

CHOICE OF DESIGN LOADS

5. 1 Introduction

a. Reference 1 has shown that a purely probabilistic determination

of design load requirem~ents is not acceptable for the design of

flight vehicles. Rather, the probabilistic loads descriptions must

be used to obtain discrete deterministic limit and omega design

conditions. The loads for the design conditions are then utilized
for stress design analysis just as if the lo, ds had been calculated

using the present deterministic design criteria, except that the

factor of safety is that requirec, for a given structural reliability

instead of an arbitrary value such as 1 .5. Thus, once the de-

terministic design conditions are obtained, continuity is maintained

with the present design procedures.

b. There are three main problem areas involved in the determination

of the design conditions and loads for a structural reliability analysis.

The three problem areas are as follows:

1) The determination of loads spectra which adequately reflect
the utilization of the flight vehicle and the extreme maximum

loads.

2) The representation of loads by a single parameter which is

compatible with stienpth.
3) The selection of limit and omega conditions and loads in

a multi-parameter, multi-load source environment.

c. It is the intent of this section to determine the data required and
available, solutions to the three problem areas and to recommend

procedures for determining the design loads while maintaining con-

tinuity with the present design procedures.

5.2 Data Required for the Determination of Loads Spectra

a. In order to determine design load rtquirements on a structural
reliability basis, separate limit and omega load spectra must

be calculated. When only one or two parameters determine the
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external loads, such as longitudinal load factor for a rocket,

load spectra can be easily calculated. However, for most

uircraft the structural loads are ci function of several parmeters

which ore often dependent upon each other. Therefore, the

probability of occurrence of each of the parameters cannot be

separately determined and then combined to get the joint prob-

ability of occurrence.

b. Two separate influences can be postulated whose combination

is essential to the proper definition of probabilistic load spectra.

11 Probability of Configuration, The combinations of parameters

such as gross weight, weight distribution, height, speed,

and aerodynamic configuration.
2) Probability of Load Source: Several further parameters

are involved in the determination of structurdl load levels

for eacl' load source (e.g. gust, symmetric maneuver, etc.),

In the case of wing steady symmetric moneuve, loads, for

example, the principal parameter is vertical load factr.

The probability of load occurrence must be obtained for

each of the load sources.

C. The probability of configuf-ation con be determined either by the

analysis of assumed mission profiles or, in the cose of operational

aircraft, by the onolysis of aircraft usoge dote. The missiorn pro-

files ore based upon the. operator's intended or actual usage of

the aircraft. In thQ past, missioti profiles hove been generated
primarily for fatigue onolysis. As a ztesult only average fliglh

conditions within the operational limitations (no omega conditions)

were considered. For example, the C-141 loqistics design mission

profiles con~ider only standard handbook climb, cruise, and descent

speed-altitude schadules. Such profiles ae acceptable fo- fatigtue

analysis where primary concern is overtje loading conditions, but

not for a statistical determination of extreme locding conrditions as

required for the proposod structural design criteria. Figure 28
demonstrates the scattef in the speed-alttude statlstics for the

C-141 medium raoge logistic, mission data as obtained from the
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analysis of V-G-H data. The statistical scatter of flight

ond mass parameters can be accounled for in the rniss:on

profiles by one of two methods.

I) Develop a large number of mission profiles which

encomnpass the significaont ranges of the parametric

statistical scatter.

2) Develop a linited numnber of mission profiles but

bias the parameters such 0---t extreme loads due to

the actual parametric scatter are included. For

exornpld4 since increase-d airspeed causes increasqd
!gust loads, rather than- v's- the mean airspeed for a

qivvn, altitude, thye airs4*eed Ohould be biased above

the mnt01.

In order to account for scz~h sta-tistical scatter in th0 mission

Profile pafomnetous, d40ta must to1' obied either froml similar

operational aircraft Of irom computer Simfulajled anaolystn.

Omo-go conditions miust alt- be in:lddin the- mision pro-

flSu$ch conditli n my be thev result of kntootiotnal violv-tian

of the opctoarsn tuto, n )ec@~ mekinlWtr cargo

weight, of 01We eeowl of sihe rolue of luc l ibor odutom"Otie

Controls, eni~e -z'

isosd upoin the unoiyti; oi 44tttnql&cfor j.irt 0;1-

Crof: ondsnso 'cOmterQ imulated oxotrte% wh-ich inciuae prob-

It is n"t reconrnride'd Otha:cwtate -h of rnv~Nprofjle be

developed Fot iortg t v. ston i 006c~ s ituWrncsi tet i ti

onrsZY-'. IRovhe . One W, of "minion Puuoflil vhovld be estob-

lbhead which 040equately nzeev tho rriuirements for boih onolyses.

d. Pmoability a! Load Soitce

Foe a given loa W.ouce, such cn Steady Vertical mnanovve-r. the

peobobilir>. of occunesce of the ptinciol parameters rAvst be
dettrun',ed. Tor o cdcnentionof aircrat. tle pro. biites of

cwcrrr~ece fr vsAcN parawets, con L'e Jeltmined from eiiivv
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aircraft V-G-H/G-L-S data for similar aircraft or from

Reference 9. For instance, the probability of occurrence

of vertical maneuver icctor is delineated in MIL-A-8866

fat various types of at;. aft. However, there are some parameters,

such as aileron input during rolling maneuvers,which ruz Jire

measurements not only of al deflectio, (magnitude), but also

a time history so that deflection rates, and deflection duration

can be ascertained. As a result, much of the data needed to

determine probabilistic loads spectra are either not available at

all or not available in sufficient detail. Also, in the case of

a radically new design such data would not be available (with

the possible exceptions of atmospheric turbulence and runway

rough.ess data) until either V-G--H/G-L-S data for the aircraft

has been collected and analyzed, or obtained from computer

simulation analyses.

e. In order to evaluate the significance of various parameters for

strength ',crtical maneuver, a statisticc analysis was performed

for the C-141 cargo transport. As discussed previously, steady

vertical maneuver is just one of the many load sources which
K contribute to the total probability of load occurrence. Figure

29 presents the results of the steady vertical analysi5 for the

30,000 flight hour design lifetime. Three different parameters

were selected to represent per cent limit load as follows:

1) Ve.lical Load Factor (NZ) - This parameter reflects only
the mission usage of the aircraft.

2) Vertical Lood Factor .- Gross Weight Product (NzxW)

This parameter reflects both mission and gross weight

utilization.
3) Actual Wing Bending Moment (M' x ) -This parameter

reflects mission, gross weight, weight distrib.tion, center

of gravity, airspeed, altitude, and aerodynamic configra-

tion utilization.

*U-L-S= Ground Load Surve,,
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G-ssly different probabilities of loads are obtained based
upon the choice of par imeter. As tabulated below, the prob-

ability of 100% limit !oad occurrence decreases significarntly

as more of the utilization parameters are included in the analysis.

Parameter: N N zW M'

Cumulative Probability 0 -2
of Limit Load 10 10 10-

f. Statistical loads analysis must therefore properly account for

the utilization of all parameters which significantly affect the

loads. Overall iood parameters such as NZ or NzW can lead

to overly conservative design load requirements.

5.3 Data Available and Methods of Determining Load Spectra

a. Table VI presents a summary of data available, recommended

analysis methods and significont analysis problem areas. Even

,vhere it is indicated that large amounts of data are available,

more data would be useful, as the available data is primarily

within the operating restrictions. Therefore, the data must

often be extrapolated to obtain data in the omega operational

regime. Such extrapolation can be accomplished by fitting the

available statistical data with a probabilistic distribution such

as Gumbel's extreme-value distribution.

b. Of the loads sources considered in Table VI, there are only two,

atmospheric turbulence and taxi, takeoff and runout operations,
for which power-spectral rather than discrete loads analyses are

recommended. Power-spectral methods are recommended for the

analysis of atmospheric turbulence in lieu of a discrete gust

approach. Reference 10 contains an evaluation of power spectral

gut analysis. The response of an aircraft to atmospheric turbulence

and the resultant structural loads depends not only upon the gust

velocity and wavelength at a given instant, but also upon the

immediately preceding turk.lence. Clear air, thunderstorm, and

low level turbulence pr..... minately display the characteristics of

continuous turbulence with some severe discrete gusts. The turbu-

lence is random in natute with varying gust velocities and wave-

lengths, which supports the continuous turbulence model of the
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atmosphere used for powe.-spectral gust analyses as opposed

to a discrete gust model. Also, n c discrete gust analysis,

the elastic mode effects are highly sensitive to gust wave-

length. Thepredominant practice for discrete gust analyses

is to assume a gust wavelength which is a givcn multiple of

the wing mean aerodynamic chord length. However, in order

to be realistic, the discrete gust analysis would have to account

for the joint probability of gust wavelength rind velocity. Such

data are riot available and are not likely to become available.

c. It has long been recognized that atmospheric turbulence is three

dimensional with spatial distributions. Recent analyses have

indicated that maximum structural loads may be obtained from

combined vertical and lateral gust velocities. Power-spectral

gust analysis can be extended to include the response of the

aircraft to three dimensional spatial dependent turbulence.

Reference 11 has developed a feasible approach to h_. h

analysis. Further work along these lines is being continued

at the Lockheed-Georgia Company under contract with the

Air Force Flight Dynamics Laborctr'rv

Therefore, it is concluded that the power -pectral gust analysis

will yield design loads which most cdequa;ely reflect bcth the

actual atmospheric turbulence and the elostic mode effects.

d. Power-spectral analysis of atmospheric turbulence does have

one significant problem which involves the determination of

load componert phasing. For a large, dynamical!y responding,

flexible aircraft, the loads are not in phase. For example,

wing root bending may maximize at a quite different time thar

wing root torsion or shear. It is necessary to determine load

phase relationships in order to obtcin discrete load conditions for

the structural reiiability and design stress anoly es.

e. Power-spectral analysis is alko recommended for the analytis

of ,foxi, takeoff and runout, for essentially the same reasons

as for atmospheric tutbulence. Power-spec'ral analysis for such
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ground operations is analogous to that for atmospheric turbu-

Jlence except runway and taxiway roughness is the source of
the power-spectral density rather than atmospheric turbulence.

References 9 and 12 contain criteria and methods for the

power-spectral analysis of tax: conditions.

f. As noted in Table VI sufficient data is not available for a

purely probabilistic determinat,on of all loads spectra. This

is true particularly for abrupt control input conditions such as

abrupt vertical maneuver, aileron roll or rudder kick. In

such instances either assumptions can be made in order to

obtain the loads spectra, or loads spectra will not be deter-

mined, thus forcing the selection of limit and omega load

conditions on an engineering judgment basis.

5.4 Recognition of Aircraft Limitations

a. It has often been suggested, as in reference 13, that there is

no practical limitation of mcneuver load factor capability for

modern high speed transports. This is true at high airspeeds

coupled with low mach numbers, but at the airspeed - Mach

Number combinations at which the aircraft is predominantly

operated, there can be definite limitations. Figtire 30 presents

the 2.5g symmetrical maneuver stall 5peeds fcr the C-141

transport at two different gross weights. Approximately 65% of

an average C-141 lifetime is spent in cruise during logistic

missions. The flight manual cruise-climb schedule is also shown

on Figure 30 as a function of gross weight. It is noted that for

the two gross weights .5hown the cruise equivalent airspeed is well

below tie correspoiding 2 .5g stall speeds. In fact the maximum

obtainable load factor obtainable for the cruise-climb schedule

is approximotel 7 I. 6 for both gross weights. Therefore, it is

concluded that it is not realistic to take limited measured load

factor spectra and extrapolate to some extreme load factor without

accounting for aircraft limitations such as aerodynamic stall or

control limits.
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b. Figure 31 shows the effects of considering aerodynamic

s' ill limitations on a C-141 wing vertical bending moment

spectrum. At 100% of limit vertical bending moment, the

truncation of the load factor spectrum at stall lift coefficients

causes an approximate three decade decrease in the probability

of exceedance.

It is therefore concluded that statistical analyses which neglect

aircraft limitations can be overly conservative.

5.5 Loads Representation Compatible with Strength

a. One of the basic requirements of the proposed structural

design criteria is that the loads must be expressed by a

single purameter which is compatible with strength so that

the loads and strength probability distributions can be inte-

grated to obtain the structural reliability. This is a difficult

pro-blem, as the strength requirements for a given -lght con-

dition are determined by

1) six component external loading

2) internal loading due to such sources as pressurization

or thermal effects

3) possible strength degradation at extreme temperatures.

b. The most accurate way to account for tka six component

external loading together with internal loading due to

pressurization, etc., would be to perform a stress spectral

analysis. Strength degradation due to elevated temperatures

could be accounted for by grouping similar strength dgradation

conditions and perforrning, individual probability of foil.ire cal-

culations, the sum of which must oe equal to the desired

probability of failure. Also, since stress spectral analyses

are performed for particular structural locations, such as a

joint at a given wing station, an error function which i ap-

plicable to joint structure in particular could be used rather

than a general error function. However, stress spectral analyses

are not feasible during initial design stages. Therefore, an

alternative approach must be token in order to initially define
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the strength requirements. Obviously some concessions

must be made in the extent that the loads representation

is compatible with the strength.

c. Under present design procedures, design loads are often

obtained by developing load envelopes at selected com-

ponent stations. The conditions which define the loads

envelopes are then the design load conditions. After stress

analysis of the design load conditions, .';,-ngth envelopes

are obtained by expanding the load envelopes to zero margin

of safety. Figure 32 presents typical envelopes for a C-141

wing station. If vertical bending moment and torsion are taken

to be the significant load components, an approximation of

the per cent strength for a given load condition can be obtained

by ratioing the magnitude of the bending-torsion vector to the

magnitude of the envelope vector having the same direction.
A similar procedure can be adopted for the proposed structural

design criteria, except that the envelopes are defined by the

statistical limit and omega load conditions. The load spectra

for limit and omega cond;tions are then defined as a per cent

of the appropriate loads envelopes. Pressurization and thermal

stress effects either result in increased or decreased external

loads capability at a given component station. The loads spectra

could be adjusted to approximate such effects by factoring *he

loads spectra for each individual flight condition. For instance,

if pressurization for flight at a given altitude were lo decrease

bending moment capability by 10% at a particular load station,

the load spectra for flight at that altitude should have the load

magnitudes multiplied by I . 11 (1/.9). Strength degr latiort due

to extreme temperatures can also be handled by factoring the loads

spectra for such conditions if the strength coefficient of variation,

(S ) does not vary s;gnificantly. If S does vary significantly,

then loads spectra for separate strength degradation regimes can

be calculated and separate probability of failure analyses performed

with the total probability of failure divided amongst the strength

degradation regimes.
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d. It is rec. rized that su ,upproximations may involve

considerable error. However, for the initial design

analysis such apprcxmations must be made in- 'er to

mak . the aoC-s representation cc npatible with thu for

strength. More sophisticated methods such as stress spectral

analysis can be used for subsequent or update analyses.

5.6 Selection of Limit and Omega Conditions and Loads

a. As previously discussed, deterministic limit and omega

conditions must be. selected in order to mointain continuity

with present design procedurer. In general. several limit

and omega conditions will be necessary in orde- to adequately

design the structure. Figure 33 presents a vertical bending

moment - torsion partial limit strength envelope i)gether with

the original design load requirements for a C-141 inboard

wing station. Positive ma.neuver alone causes ix different

design conditions with wide:/ varying vertical bent -ig moment-

-' torsion combinations. Other C-141 wing stations hove different
design conditions. For example, the vertical bendine moment

requirements for the outbocid wing are primarily caused by aileron

roll conditions rather than vertical maneuver In oddition,

different major structural components hove different loading con-

ditions which cause maximum loods. Fuf instance, lateral gust

may cause significant vertical stobili.'er and fuselage c"tbdy

loads, but have negligible effe,t on wing loads.

b. Following the determination of the aircraft tailization data re-

quired, data available, c d the methcjs to be used in the

determination of the lirit and onega Iona spectra, the following

paragraphs outline the procedures used to determirt- the limit and

omego load criditions.

C. The normal operational limits fot the porornetvs which ore user

controlled must be determined in orid to differentiate between

limit and omega operational conditions. These limits should be

based upon statistics where possible. For oxtWyILo, maximum

allowable vertical maneuver load factor con be presented as a
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function of cargo weight or any other significant load

parameter on a joint probability of exceedance basis,

such as is demo, trated in Section IV. As also discussed

in Section IV, when locking applicable statistics, the limit

airspeed can be taken as VH# the maximum level flight

speed, while the omega airspeed can be taken as VL , dive

speed. Maximum limit fuel-cargo combinations can be ab-

tai-ned from fuel tqnks full with the intended fuel density and

limit gross weight considerations while those for omega can be

obtained from fuel tanks full with increased fuel density, and

omega gross wnjqht limitations. The centek of gravity limits

for limit conditions con be those without adverse toleronces,

while thos6 for omega condition are expanded to 'Include at

least the Milifry Specification tolerances.

The limits on user cunaolled parametevs def't the normval,

overload, and gros' overlokil;[ operiokinol- (c-.. kts fo each of

the parameters. As such, tho limits, most bW pretoqltd irl a

form which con be reodIy adhered to by the uw . For in-

stance, mif meu maneuvor lad fictor should not bee o fuction

of sveral parometets WC v thal the :liowablea loon factor wowld

amples of limits for uVset cINtrollod porawmters. It nwst be noted

that the combinations of the user crnh oiled pwotwrs to Wo

us i for desi: hove ':sMt been detormined y. Such eombinotionti

ore obtained L, -ie determfientio, of limit ond otnega designi con,-
ditions.

d. Load conitrol stotioxs must 60 selected for each major itructural

component ?n order to obtoin o minimumr feanible numb of
structural locati~o~,~i conwideration ; the design Iads investi-

gotion. As pr o .iously discussed, sig-ificont combinations of lod

r.omp-renrt or- ti-'n sole'ed int order to obtain load envelopes

which 'e the roost compatible with the stirength requiremenwts.
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If a stress spectral analysis is conducted, the load com-

ponents are converted directly to stress at individual locations.

As such, envelopes are not needed.

e. There ore several loads sources for which the loads are deter-

mined mainly by user controlled parameters. These loads

sources are: directional, lateral, and vertical maneuvers,
and manual landing impact. The maximum obtainable loads
for such loads sources are mainly determined by the limits

on the user controlled parameters. Such maximum loads may
occur for combinations of parameters having a remote probability

of occurrence yet they still represent operations within the

defined limits of normal operation.

There are two ways in which the load envelopes can be deter-

mined for such loads sources. The first approach is purely statis-
tical in that the loads envelopes are determined on a probability

of occurrence basis. That is, the maximum loads would be those

that occur for the limit and omega probabilities of occurrence.

Such an envelope is shown in Figure 35,

However. there is a drawback associated with this approach for
multi-parameter environments. The limit and omega envelopes
define the normal, overload, and gross overload regimes. As

such, the individual user mus know what combinations of user

controlled parameters will result in loads which are within either

the normal or overload regimes, If the envelopes are defined on

a probability basis, then it would still be possible to obtain loads
in the overload or gross overload regimes for combinations of user

controlled parameters while each of the parameters is within the
previously prescribed limits for normal operation.

- I It would also be possible to obtain loads in the gross overload

regime for combinations of parameters while each of the parameters
is within the previously prescribed limits for overload operation.

Granted, the probability of occurrence of such combinations of

parameters may be remote, nevertheless, in order to maintain
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confidence in the structural reliability design analysis, the
user must know what combinations of user controlled parameters
will maintain the flight vehicle loads within either the normal
or at least the overload regimes.

In a multi-parameter environment, the determination of the

limit and omega conditions on a purely probabilistic basis
will ioot adequately define such combinations of user controlled

parameters. Therefore, it is suggested that at least initially the

limit and omega conditions should be those which cause the

maximum loads for all combinations of user controlled parameters
when each of the parameters is within the respective limit or
omega restrictions. As a result, it would be impossible to have

loads in the overload or gross overload regime if the loads are
caused entirely by user controlled parameters and if each of the
parameters is within the prescribed limits of normal operation.
It would also be impossible to obtait loads in the gross overload
regime if each of the parameters is within the prescribed overload
limits. Thus, the user can corfidently opemte the flight vehicle
anywhere within the pr,., ribed limits and still remain within the
desired load regimes.

Such an approach not only maintains continuity with present design
procedures, but aoto provides additional confidence in the tructural

reliability analysis.

As previously discussed, separate envelopes must be developed

for flight regimes where such effects as thermal stress or pretsuriza.

tion significantly affect the external load capohility of the struc-.
ture.

There are several loads sources which are beyond. the control of
the user. Such load wurces include atmospheric turbulence, ord

landing impact for automatic landings. Severe atmospheric turbu-i .
lence can be avoided to some e.xtent, but such avoidance tech-
niques are reflected: in the mode-ls of 4itmotpheric turbulence which
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are based on measured data. As a result, other than
adhering to the intended utilization of the flight veht,,e
,.-d maintaining the user controlled parameters within the

prescribed limits, the user has relatively no control over
the probability of occurrence of such loads sources. There-
fore, the limit and omega conditions for such loads sources
con be established on a purely probabilistic basis. Limit
and omega load envelopes for the selected foads control
station are then developed such that the probability of
exceedence of the respective envelopes ' 'at for limit
or omega conditions as discussed in Section .. 11. The limit
and omega conditions for each of the individual load sources
are then those conditions which define the corners of the lood
envelopes.

As previously disc usse4 separate 1-als envelopes must be do4eiv~ed
for flight regimes where sui ,h *offedi as thermal otress or p"esurl-
zation significantly affect the *xternol load copobility of the
structure.

g. As previouily discussed, tho lo'odt spectra must be t~esentW$ In
terms of a single paramefiar wshich is conapatlble with strength. The
loads spectra are therefore represented as percontoges of the peri .
nent envetopes. Where sufficient data is nof avalloble to develop
load spectra, 'load spctro must *4thar be amwtred or a given lood
level deslinmted which ho* a prmbahillty of ac-cjrrenco of one*.

If a %tress spect9ral anolysis is performwl, the loo&s ate expressed
diretly io tamtr of stress at a given %tructual location, which 114
the ideal situation.

h. As previously discussed, thore ore several loads w.urcet, such as
vertical manouver, pvst, ond landing impact. Each of the loods
sourcets has an irdeper~lont probability of occurrence. Therefiore,
the loads spectra for each loar sowre ore indepeodent. For irtde-
penden"t probobility dhstributions, the total probability of occvrrnce
is expressed by the folowing low, cm stated In Rafeter e 14.
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P A) Pr(A)- 2 p (A A)+ 2 P(AAA.' iM i=1 j;i k>i: i' ,,

,1 " -J Pr (A.A.i AA ) +  . .
-1 -1 ~r I I k ~

I > k > i > i (7)

Where: P (,1 Ai) is the total probability that a given load~r
will occur for at least one of n loads sources.

Pr(Ai) is the probability that the load will occur for the

ith load source, A.

P (A.A.) is the joint probability that the load will occur

for either the ith or jth load source, A. or A..

and so on.

For three loads sources the law is:

P(AI+A 2 +A3 ) t P(A1) + P(A2 ) + P(A3 ) - P(A1A2 ) - P(AIA3 )

-P(A 2 A3 )+P (AI A2A3)
:,. "(8)

It skould be noted thut although atmospheric turbulence is inde-

pendent of other load sources, such as londing impact, the various

components of atmoaher;c turbulence, such as pesitive and .egative

vertical and lateral gusts, ore not. This is due to the isotropic noture

of atmospheric tutbuience. Therefore, i the structural reliability of

o given structure is M999 for positive vertical gust, ond tht- ,oa fof

tnegative vo ticol gust, in. ,otal structural reliability is .999, not
.998.

There oe t&' reo.ons fot initially not using the preceding low.

) Disrete deterministic design conditions muir be obtained.

In rt to obtoin such Jesign condition-, the individual

*-ood ,orces must be analyzed Independently.

i' 2) Thete ore some load sou,. for which load probobility

spoectra moy not be devolope.
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j. Therefore, the procedure to be used is as follows:

1) Perform a separate reliability analysis for each of the

loads sources and obtain the factored design load require-

ments for each loads source at a given structural location.
2) Merge the individual load source design requirements to

obtain the overall requirements at the given structural

location.

3) Lse the law of total probability for all of the load spectra

available, and obtain the total reliability for the overall

design requirements from (2).

4) If necessary, apply a factor to the overall design load

requirements in order to obtain the desired total reliability

at a given structural location.

5) The structural reliability for each individual loads source

can then be determined based upon the overall design loads

requirements.

The preceding methods therefore account for the relative distribution

of the total structural reliability between the individual loads sources

and also allow the selection of deterministic limit and omega design

conditions, together with the required design load levels.
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I III

SECTION VI

CHOICE OF ALLOWABLE STRENGTH

6.1 Introduction

a. It would seem at first that a probabilistic criteria system only
requires knowledge of the mean strength and a measure of the
dispersion (the standard deviation, for example). Two factors
dispel this illusion; the first is the necessity for some simple
definition which can be used by the designers to assess the
required sizes of the structural members, and the second is

the restraint imposed by the need to associate load and strcngth

distributions on a common scale.

b. Present practice uses particular values in the observed statistical
distribution as design allowables. In terms of local linear stress,
these ore adequate. Difficulties arise as soon as the realistic load

systems are invoked. The combinations of bending moment, shear,
torsion, end load and transverse pressure which exist within a struc-
ture such as a wing make the selection of the allowable load less
than clear. Other se.tions of this report describe the defnition
of the load system in a form which permits the probability of failure
to be assessed (failure being the association of a load with o lower
strength, or of o strength with a higher load), This section des-
t I, bes some of the featuies which constitute the description of the
ailowable toad for a structure.

c. Present design evaluation orocesses frequently require the assess-

mont of thc permissible value uf one load parameter, and this is
generally performed for discrete values of other paramuters. Fnr
example, tku permissible normal pressure on a certain wing panel
might be assessed at specific levels oF vertical load factor, or even
at eclflc ermblnotions of vertical load factor, gross weight, Mach
number and altitude., The solution in deterr.inistic terms is arduous
and inexact; if the statistical dish ibutlon of the permissible pre'"ire
Is required, then the problem expands by several magnitudes.
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d. The most practical approach, within the present state of

knowledge, appears to be the relatively crude one of
determining the allowable statistical properties of one

parameter at a time, assuming conservative and constant
values of the other parameters. This will generally lead
to over-.estimates of the risk, a result which is at least con-

servative.

f. The remainder of this section discusses the current methods

of defining allowable strength, together with areas where

further work would permit the derivation of at least part of

V the data required by a probabilistic system of design criteria.

6.2 Material Basic Properties

a. The choice of materials in the initial design is based on

structural integrity, cost, weight, ease of fabrication and

maintenance requirements. Trade-off is also cc.,sidered for

each of these factors to determine the optimum material for

each aircraft component. The material selection process
begins with analysis of the problem, which r6sults in detailed
specification of the material requirement. The material require-

ments are derived from the study of the attributes, functions

and performance of the product being developed as well as the

environment in which it will operate. The successful functioning

of a product is heavily dependent upon the materials. The

functional requirements are directly dependent upon the desired
attributes of the product or upon the function the product is
designed to perform.

The design strength can be related to that of the material and the

geometric configuration The material strength is designated

as an allowable strength. This strength can be either tension,

Compression, shear or bearing depending te- the load. The geo-

metric configuration defines the strength of a component und ;1z

load carrying capability prior to failure. Such strengths as column,

panel buckling and crippling strength or instubility, fall in this

category.



b. The material allowable strength data are established by

standard well-established tests. The Mil-HDBK-5A Guide-

lines define the types and number of tests and the number of

heats or production lots needed to generate the required test

data. These data will include sufficient specimens for a

statistical analysis to be performed to determine the data scatter

and distribution. Statistical values hove a notation of "A"

value which represent a 99% exceeuence with Y% conflden .e,

"B" value a 90% exceedence with 95% confidence or "S" value

a guarantee of minimum by the producer and normally included in

the procurement specification - "S" value does not have any

statistical significance. These properties normally pertain only
to the yield and ultimate tensile stresses of the material. Other

material properties or allowobles such as shear, bearing and com-

pression yield are derived tsing limited amounts of test data and a
presumed relal;oship as a rotio of the A nJd B values or Ftu and

I Fty. Fatigue popvt;es vital in design owe not within the scope o

this study.

C. The envronmentul effect on the design strength it also acco.nte fo

in component design whero environment exists as a real fot loe. The

influence of temperature an r ofwrial strength allawobl.is usually

expressed as a factor to reduc the room teranpttute material strength

ollowables depending on the :;verity and durmtio, Creep ond

thermal instobtlity ore also wateriol proper;es to be taker into con-

sderotion where severe thermal environment 45 a design condition of

the vehicle. Moterials in Colatct in 0 humid eoviomnot should be

chown to ovoid galvanic cotrsion.

6.3 Effect of Procsing ond- Fabricafionomn Mn'eril Prettis

o. The processing opoeration will al"mst always hove some effc-: on the

material functional or service perfotmance ptopetties. The Mrtetio.

allowable documents (Mil-HD8Ks, Spec., etc.) present ollowables
1:] for material as processed by the producer in sheet, plate or extrusion

form and with subsequent heas tretment ;mposed ain these materials.
It should be cecognized, however, that the ue.s? final configuration
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of the materiai bears little resemblance to initial n-aterials on
which the allowable strength parameters were based. A point
of controversy which has always existed and has not yet been
clearly resolved is the problem of heat treatment by the vendor
or producer (T6 temper) as compared to heat treatment by user

or fabricator (T62 temper). These two conditions are known to
give different allowable properries yet the designer doet not
differentiate between the two tempers due to lack of knowledge
in the initial design as t, the severity of fabrication requirements.
Another problem of significant impact on material properties that
has been ignored is the degrcaation of properties of extrusions due
to stretch forming in the 0 or W conditions. The stretch forming

weveely strains the materiol which results in surface crystallization
when the mtetiol is solution treated and aged with on appreciable

reduction of allowables. Precoutionary notts are currently 4ihn' 4d
in matertil olowoble4 docurritnts which point to thi4 degroqotion.

However, ince tho dtg~rkotion depends on the percent stretch Und
thickses, this knowledge is indefinite in the initiol de.'gri and

uumlty ignored in the strtngh desigo of the pat. Pocessing and
Movnvcturig tec.tliques uwh as hem..miilirig, grinding, anodizing,
mochni'g thot peonng, etc. ate uwolly not comidae-i in 1tho
t6tic Material Pbopett'es utsd.

6.4 Oesglni Stenolth Pelo'ed to tIili-ation

P. h strength dosign is ttot conifined to motetol ptopetties pet sej I$*

configuqtk, ond/or go"frr, of thke Pori Conttols fle Io*d canying

cOadoxty. Th geometry of a part designrd to caty colurim toad
limkt' ts6e coAVtretsive st eo of the materiol at related to compreiive
yield ittength of the batic mteria. A nunber o design allowable

curves ore uwotly generated -foe each moterioi tc reloate srengt to
utilization . The buckling or crippling tremgith of poiels or 0tifftves,
skin buckling, column curves, torsion and bwndng moduli of rupture,
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lug efficiency curves etc. are geometry-dependent. Typical
test data for elastic moduli (tension, compressive and tangent)

ore used in the equations defining the design allowable v4th no

considt iton for statistical variation of the material properties.

;b. Another parameter that has significant affect on the strength is
assebly technique. This includes _t*rication processes, such
as welding, bonding, riveting aod olting. Each of these processes
is unique in the method of Ioea transfer and application. The most
widely used method of assembly is by mechanical fasteners. Each

fastener system will hove its own effect on the overai strength of
the fabricated i-ructure due to such variables as type of installation;

tightness of the fit, manner of loading distribution, sheer and beating

strength, joint yield and deformation and the relative stiffness of
the fastener and sheet. Many of these effects are offset in design by

increosiw the nickness of the member in the region of the connection,

but this in turn intoduces eccentric loading poths and uneven stress

"distrbutions. Append;x V inc luds the results of analyss of sample

.oups of riveed and bolted joints.

The design allowabso voluo. for mechnicol od welded joints re

established by experimental mnsm in Accor once with Mil-HD0K-5

udoeline (re t-er e 1,S). Thd joint ittorqc'tA are computed
'teas c riamnal dao 6y t1king th average of lest Vven in the

beating aid "hat boating oteos ad dividing by a factor sch as 1. .5
The shear strength .,f fovltenw 's comptted st#Qn the cross s.tional

area of Ihe fattener aed tho Wecified fastoner eviotiol osvh strngth.

The strength of welded joints is lo etablished *etiunntally; however,

the strength is c tparad to basic or parent matetiol data and a reduc-

tion factor it im sd to cowenite fot the degrodoion, if oay, due
to the weldikg proceo. Similar a.Pooches owe utilized in arriving

-t desigr data for chemicol- nd diffusion-borded ioints.

d. Other voriables that can contribute to tome exteAnt to the differences

in moterit properties cme festin technique, test machine and instru-
mentation used, and inteupretftion of the d to.
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6.5 Design Strength Scatter Assessment

a. It is evident from the preceding discussion that the strength of

a component is dependent on the accurate assessment of the

variables involved. The Iiteraction and contribution of the

different parameters such as fabrication, assembly, environ-

ment, etc., will have to be incorporated into the basic material

data in the component design to attain a realistic estimate of

the reliability and probability of failure.

b. Basic material strength and scatter ore functions of the inherent
characteristics of the alloy as produced by the manufacturer,

and the quality control measures for acceptability. Generally,
the scatter of strength of the material used in aircraft ports has

been truncated. This truncation is an adjustment of material
property data distribution to compensate for the censoring effect

of an imposed specification. The effact of censwrin is nf inojot

concern in attempting to predict the ocijrrerce of extremo. volues

of deviation. If an ctumption is made that the specification is

100% effective, and there is no probability thut a value in the

procured product will be lower that the %Pee ficolic'n rinimum,

then this would %olve mott of fke matoriol probler's :.th ewtect

to minimunt voluet and t(liobility of s'rtnoti i ,-r io. 'Ai,

rarely happens. In teality th# ditribsulta of %I th is probabul

somewhere etween a compolte Wt uncen i tt tio and a
truncated distribution. Thete* Oe. tve minimrurm str~tqth valus

untd in desigh and anolysis ate conwttvative arid the use of oatis-
ticol material strength data thould eecognize the ,,on.-Gousia

distribution of the truncated dote. Th4 con be occonplished by

plottingi material test diato to determine the mean and a pseudo,

sta idord deviation at shown in the e*amples using C-141 dto.

(Ste Apendixr V).

c. The material stregth io the above discussion is confined to yield

,d ultimot, strength (Fty and Ftu. which ore qoverred by *act-
fiCOtOn. The other mte ial design values ate derived "- ratios

of Fty and Ftu using paired tests to establish the ratiovoind ate

8



usu ily limited to ten pairs of tests each, for compression yield,

shear ultimate, and bearing yield and ultimate (F F, F F

and Fbru).

d. The material strength data distribution for the purpose of deriving

allowables is assumed to be either normally distributed or skewed

(Reference 15). An evaluation of test data on three metallic and

one non-meta!kc material indicate that a double family type of

distribution fits the test data closer than a single family normal

distribution curve. The second family lies in the tail extending

toward tho lower strength, the region where the "A" & "B" values

of material strength is determined. The double family distribution

curves 'or an alumi,,um, titanium and steel alloys are presented

in Appendix V to illustrate a means of recognition of measured

samples exhibiting such characteristics. The double family dis-
tribution make the statistical significance of the customary A &

B allowable strength values other than values at 2.36 & 1 .2j2

standard deviations from the mean; alternatively, they can be
interpreted at these locations, but having properties other then 99

per cent and 90 per cent exceedence.

Design strength scatter of members that are influenced by geometry

and loads (other than tensile) is difficult to define. Members such

as columns which depend on geometry, material thickness tolerance,
and compression stress-strain relationships will have a wide scatter

variution. Limited numbers of tesis are normally performed to d3-
fine a design curve for a material and related geometry with no

attention paid to scatter, mean or stcndard deviation. The final

strength is verified by testing a typical component with the assump-
tion ihat the behavior of the component will represent those of the

structure.

f. The effect of manufacturing and fabrication processes on the basic

design strength is seldom considered in initial design. Only when

a problem arises or where past experience has indicated a degrada-

tion to exist, *s an adjustment in the material allowables applied.

.he scatter in the material properties and the definition of the mean

and variance is not considered. An assessment of the strength dis-

tribution of the basic material prior and after processing, to validate

the strength allowable used, is generally overlooked.

,'7



g. As indicated in this discussion, the initial design contains a
series of factors and conditions which affect the overall strength,
scatter and reliability, that are difficult to evaluate and incor.
porate in the basic design. For implementation of the proposed
statistical design method these factors and their effect have to be
accounted for whether individually or collectively, through initial
component test and empirical derived error functions typical for
certain types of structure.

It is felt that certain parameters such as material allowable strength
and joint design strength are basic and should be well defined and

established in the initial design. Design detail, fabrication and
process methods should be considered based on similar design of
earlier aircraft. However, prior to the final design release typical
component and suffi.ient material strength test should be run to
verify the initial de,ign and establish a backlog of strength data for1Ill each process for future analysis and usage.
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SECTION VII

CHOICE OF ERROR FUNCTION

7.1 Introductlon

An error function is required to describe design strength variations. Many

mathematical expressions for the error function can be formulated. The purpce

of this section is to outlIne different error functions available to define the

voriation of actual strength from the intended strength and to present the C-141

wing test data available to aid in the choice of the error function distribution.

7.2 Basis for Error Function Definition

a. The initial design contains many factors affecting its overall strength and

scatter which are difficult to evaluate. For implementation of the proposed

statistical design method, these factors can be grouped together through

component tests into empirically derived "error functions" typical for

certain types of structure. At the beginning of a design, data obtained for

similar designs on earlier aircraft can be used as a basis for sizing the

members and for reliability estimates. Prior to design release, element

tests and limited component tests will have been run to confirm the strength

of the design. (These tests can be evaluated in conjunction with the earlier
tests to provide a broader data base for mean strength and scatter estimates.)

b. It is felt that the basic material strength should be considered a separate

entity from the "error function ." The material strength and scatter are

basic to the design, and are not entirely under the control of the aircraft

manufacturer; whereas, design details, fabrication methods, and test detail

effects may be updated through later redesigns or retests, and are more

under the manufacturer's control.
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7.3 Possible Definitions

a. The choice of error function definition has a significant effect on the

(pre-testcalculated reliability. A number of expressions can be used to

describe the error function. Six curves using four different definitions are

shown in Figure 36; these are plotted output from the computer program

described in Appendix Ill. All curves are based on an intended design

strength of 100 percent and do not account for variation in material

strength.

b. Curve 1 represents the error function defined by Bouton in Reference 1

based on data collected by Jablecki (Reference16), The "standard

Jablecki" curve is characterized by a reliability of 0.99 at one-third of

the intended design strength.

Curve 2 isa Jablecki distribution which results in 0.999 reliability at

one-third the intended design strength and corresponds to the "ten times

better" curve used in Referencel.

Curve 3 represents the type of error function suggested by Freudenthal

(Reference 17)- with values based on a reliability of 0.98 at 80 percent.

Curve 4 is a Gumbel distribution which matches Curve 3 at 80 percent

and 100%; these two curves show the effect of using the two different

error functions for the same two points input into the computer program.

Curve 5 is a "worae" Gumbel distribution which illustrates the effect of

changing the point at which a reliability of 0.98 is demonstrated, from 80

percent to 50 percent of the intended design strength.

Curve 6 is an example of the double family Gumbel-distributlon mentioned

-ir Section III .5(vi). This type of distribution is used throughout this report

to approximate both the exhibited material scatter and the exhibited C-141

wing strength scatter.
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TABLE VII

C-141 WING COMPONENT STRENGTH TESTS

TTNumbiir TestFailure
Tpes Reference Type of Test Loads Remarks

C nle Specimens % Ultimate

Center-to-inner 18 Tension 4 96.3 Four different
wing beam cap 110.0 beam cap joints -
and panel joints Compression 2 117.0 one panel joint

176.7
90.3
94.3

Inner-outer 19 Tension 3 90.0 Spec mens 2 & 3
wing joint 123.0 redesigned con-

126.0 figurotion of 1

Rib diagonals 20 Compresi n 5 52.2 No two spec imens
83.5 same cnfiguration
89.0

105.4
i_ __ __ 136.5

Center wing 21 Compression 2 98.0 One spec imen
panel 104.7 had occoss cutout

Outer wing 22 Compression 2 91 .0
panel 99.0
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4. from the aoeitis seen that the distribution can be described in severel

way ad te efiitonemployed iaprtclrapplication must be
choen o ft ataappopiate to that application. The reliabilit estimate

will be affected by the choice of distribution equation.

7.4 C-141 Wing Strength Scatter

a. Toa determine the amount of data available pertaining to the strength

scatter of a specific aircraft structure, the C-141 wing is used as a typical

wwmnple. During the development stage of the C-141, component static

Jft~ of eiected parts of the wing were conducted. The complete wing was

thqavstatic tested during the fult-scole test program.

b.. Companirit tiatic tests of the C-141 win, structure were conducted in

1962-1-94 to determine either the optimum configuration or ultimate

strivgtb of selected parts of the wing. Table VII summarizes those test

result wAch are used herein. During review of the tests, tht, following

ctratterisvcs were noted:

(1) Moos of the test specimens were the same scale as the actual aircraft

(Z) The iwnmber of specimens per test group ranged from two to six; the
nxien~u~ubar of specimeris of the same configuration was to

(3) Nearly Al qpwcmens were uniosciolly loaded.

(4aaL j jig effects invalidated iorne of the test results.

f~The design strength of many specimens was not reported. Becaus, of

totime interval lafg from 1964 to 1971, backup datai (stress analyses

not formally reported) were not o'miloblo for any tests. Therefore,

Oiefarmiation of the design strength, where not reported, was not

ottmptd. Four test groups (not listed in Table VIII) were found to be

io this cc I'egory.
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TABLE VIII

C-141 FULL-SCALE WING STRENGTH TESTS

Principal, Loads
I~ %UltimateTest Condition Critical Structure Bending Torsion Reoch--d

upj Down

2. tax i Inner wing x 100

Abrupt Maneuver Inner wing x 100

Negative accelerated roll Outer wing x 100

2.5a maneuver Center & inner wings x 80, 95

2.09 flop mc- -'ver Rear beam x x 100

SSCBM transport Inner wing x 100

2.09 roll maneuver Ouiter wing x x 100

Transient gust Outer wing Xx 100

Negative checked roll Outer wing Xx 100

Wing locking Jacking points X100

Pyl-on test (6ylon support st.100
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c. Sixteen wing/pylon tests were conducted on the C-141 full-scale static

test airplane to confirm the design ultimate strength capability of the

structure. These tests are listed in Table VIII; detailed test procedures and

results are presented in Reference 18. During one test, impending failure

of some rib diagonals was detected at 80% ultimate design load; the test

was discontinued at that point, the diagonals were redesigned, and the

structure tested to the scheduled 95% ultimate design load. All other tests

were successfully completed to 100% ultimate design load. Therefore, the

structure was evidenced to equal or exceed the design ultimate strength,

but the extent of overstrength is not known.

d. Obviously, the available data are insufficient to define the strength

scatter of a particular part of the wing structure. However, for the over-

all wing, the combined data can be used to indicate the probability of

failure. The exhibited probability of failure of the original design is

shown in Figure 37; the observed data include the component tests of

original design configurations and the one static test which was discontinued

at 8Q% ultimate design load. The fitted cut ve is a double family Gumbel

distribution; the values of the shaping parameters for this curve are shown

on the plot. The Standard Jablecki and Freudenthal error iction defini-

tions (Curves I and 3, respectively, of Figure 36) are superimposed for

comparison

If the full-scale tests are assumed to represent the ultimate strength of the

wing and used to modify the probability of failure, the observed data and

corresponding fitted Gumbel distribution shown in Figure 38 result. All of

the low strength structures detected during component tests, however, are

still inc l-ded in the observed data. To update the strength variation, the

tesit of these obsolete configurations ore deleted and the coaiponent tosts

of the corresponding redesign configurations substituted.

The observed data and fitted curve of FIgure 39 result; this can be con-

sidered to represent the achieved strength of the final configuratlon of the

wing, as beat con be defined using the available data.
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7.5 Error Function for Initial Design

a. At the time of the initial design, the error function can be estimated from

the moss of background data provided by Jablecki, Freudenthol, end/or

such data as are shown herein for the C-141 original design configuration.

An appropriate expression for this error function con be formulated. The

C-141 tests, using a Gumbel double-family distribution, after considera-

tion for matarial scatter, shows an error function as indicated in Figure 37.

b. The error function for initial reliability estimates can be used to predict

reliability prior to completio.n of tests and the resulting redesigns. This

error function can be used in conjunction with pre-kst-completion flight

restrictions to evaluate the reliability of the aircraft with the limited flight

loads resulting from these restrictions. It con also be used to predict the

probability of survival of static test loads, as discussed in Section IX. This

my permit trodeoff decisions between design factors, test factors, and

reliability predictions which con miniMize ove "11 test cost.

c. During the early design phases, stvorol oetor fun tions can be used which

are bosl on vrying amownts of date. One fumction, bowd on pre-test

(oth ircroft) data, is deicribe4 abovea. Another rnr function con be
estnfiated bosed on assumd test results to provide o reliability rediction

.or the fin iconfi gratton. An intermediate tror function hosd an com-

pw~s len cn am I esimaed.These owfrir hptcthetys and the iewltng

ot rel"Iblity predk CkiIn con aid in doeisiwns r a~d ig the number of compnoent

and (vil-ole tes to be pwformed, probabilities of survival of the uts,

qbe i menso and ccetpiability of the fIil configxeion.

d. Obviorly, uPt1 tqg of the initial error function definitions is necessary as

dat become ovoiobie, to provide proper bast for Itter decisions cAd

Predictions.
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SECTION VIII

CHOICE OF STRUCTURAL RELIABIUTY GOAL

8.1 Introduction

The selection of structural reliability goals for flight vehicles is a formidable task when
one considers that the relationship between the chosen goal and the final computed
structural reliability is unknown. The chosen goal may be used as a means of selecting

levels of limit and omega loads but the computed structural reliability depends also on the
shape of the load spectra, the strength scatter of materials and structural components, and

the chosen error function.

8.2 A Proposed Approach

a. Reference 24 recommends space vehicle structural reliability levels ond

associated probabilities of exceeding limit and ultimate (omega) conditions
which ore repe-iduced herein as Table IX. This table is also shown as Table I

in Reference I vhere it is implied to be app!'ed to aircraft. In fact,

elsewheto in Reference I typkIr- structural reliability goal, *f 0..9 for
fighter airctaft, 0,9999 for liaion aircraft, and 0.999999 for tionspotts

a-e mentioned apparently in accord with the e spective hO ritk,
standard risk, and low- risk vehicle columsv of Toae IX.

b,. In t6 pmentot.on of thee data, the actual mekniorhip between

probcb'lities of ex-eeding lifit or oft. go conditiont and steituro;
elilbity goals is t expoundedi"n eucept fof the assumption that
the prtobbillIty of exceeding the omega conJition is the complemet.
of th* ticturl tlabilit, .hat is; S.R. a 1 .0 , Or*ga cood;oton probobility.

, Fwgue 40 shows the probability of Exceeding Li it Cohdition and Probabilty"

of btcetoing Cosawo Condition valuft of Table IX plotted as a f(ftion of (rel. 1)
Toble I Structural Reliability Goals. The volidiy :f thf limit coniction tend

e, Pgure 40 is very questionble. In pot :ulor, it does not follow that the

structural reliability is zero metely becouse a limit load is exceeded once
per aircraft lifetiav.
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TABLE IX

REFERENCE I STRUCTURAL RELIABILITY OBJECTIVES

1T Standard Low Risk High Risk
Class Vehicles Vehicles Vehicles

Structural Reliability 0.9999 0.999999 0.99
GoalI

Probability of Exceeding 0.01 0.001 0.1
iLimit Condition

Probability of Exceeding 0.0001 0. 00000 i 0.01
Omega Condition

Conditional Limit 0.999999 0.99999999 0.9999
Reliability

Conditional Omega 0.99 0.99 0.99

4"i il t
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8.3 Existing Data

a. Reference 13 presents mission analysis re.'ults for gust exceedences in terms

of frequency of exceedence per average flight hour of limit strength and

ultimate strength of various components of the Electra (188), Constellation (749),

and 720B aircraft. These data are reproduced in Table X. Assuming that

these are all 30,000 hour lifetime aircraft, the number of exceedences per

aircraft lifetime are also shown as well as the implied structural reliability

for each condition assuming that structural reliability is the complement of

number of exceedences of the ultimate strength.

* b. Examining the structural reliability values derived from Table X, it

is quite obvious that the Constellation (749) tail is not critical for

vertical gusts and that the values for Electra (188) aft body and 749 tail

occurrences of ultimate strength due to lateral gust are unbelievably high

There is evidence that the lateral gust statistics used in these analyses

were excessively conservative which would explain the derivation of such

low structural reliability values for supposedly successful aircraft.

Table XI derived from Reference 6 shows data similar to that of

Table X of overall computed failure rates due to gust.

c. Using only the structural reliability values of Table XI and those of

Table X which appear to be rationally derived, it may be seen that

the structural re!'ability of these aircraft on the basis of gust condition

lies between 0.999 and 0.9999 in almost all cases.

If aircraft such as these have been operating satisfactorily at such implied

structural reliability levels, then the 0.999999 typical structural reliability

goal suggested in ,ference I for transports seems unduly severe
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d. In Figure 41, the values of Tables X and XI are plotted to establish trends

of limit condition occurrence versus structural reliability goal. In addition,
C-141 limit and ultimate vertical gust levels are shown with structural

reliability levels derived using the methods of Reference I with a coefficient

of variation in strength of 0.05. An extremely high structural reliability is
indicated for the C-141 data since it is not a gust critical aircraft.

e. Note thot in Figure 41 the structural reliability levelsare derived as

the complement of the number of exceedences of ultimate load per
aircraft lifetime. Limit load exceedences are placed at the structural

reliability levels derived from the ultimate exceedences. The 7208 limit

data is shown as a horizontal line since there was no corresponding ultimate
data available from which to establish a structural reliability level.

f. The mission analysis portion of the continuous turbulence analysis criteria

developed by Reference 13 and adopted in the U.S. SST criteria and in

Reference 23 calls for a limit load exceedence not more often that 2.0 x 10

times per flight hour. Reference 23 states that the probability of survival

to this gust encounter should be equal to or greater than 0.9995. Using this
as the structural reliability goal, the point is placed on Figure 41 using a

lifetime of 30,000 hours for which there are 0.6 occurrences. The same
structural reliability on the ultimate load line corresponds to the C-SA

ultimate lateral gust design case.
Based an these statistics It appears that, in order to maintain a level of safety

comparable to present transports, a structural reliability goal of 0.999 to 0.9999

is applicable rather than the goal of 0.999999 implied by Reference I,

g. It Is recommended that a structural reliability goal of 0.999 be used for military
transports since they are primarily cargo carrier and can be s'mwhot morn

risky than commercial transports from which most of the available statistics

were derived.
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In Figure 41, a line which represents fairly well the limit strength exceedence

statistics lies three orders of magnitude higher than the ultimate (or omega) line.

If it is thought to be feasible to establish occurrences of limit conditions versus

structural reliability goal, this line should be a better representation of such

levels than the line established in Reference 24 and shown in Figure 40 of

this document.

In present transport design practice, a limit load is thought of as a load level

which occurs approximately once per aircraft lifetime. For the recommended

structural reliability goal of 0.999, the proposed line does in fact allow

exactly one occurrence of a given limit load per aircraft lifetime.

8.4 Other Reliabillty-Based Criteria

a. Reference 25 established the following probability of occurrence concepts

for use in the design of the Concorde suvprsonic transport:

I . Frequent. Occurring mote than 10-3 per hour of flight.

2. Reasonably Probable. Ot the order 10 to 10 per hour ,i flight

These terms are collectively known as recutrent and oice expected to

occur from time to tme during the operation of each particular airplane

of a type.

3. Remote. Of the order of 10 to I0 per hour of fiight. Not likely to occur

often during the operation of an cirpiarie type but moy happen a few

times during the total operational life of the type.

4. Extremely Remote. Not expected to occur more thon 10-7 per hour

of flight. Unlikely to occur during th I ital operational life of all

airplanes of the type but, nevertheless, has to be considered as being possible.

S. Extremely Improbable. So Extremely Remote that it con be stated with

confidence that it should not occur.

For a 30,000 hour aircraft the occurrences per lifetime for these levels are:

Frequent More than 30

Reasonably Probable 0.3 to 30

Remote 0.003 to 0.3

Extremely Remote Less 1han 0.003
108



b. Examining the data of Figure 41 using this nomenclature it may be seen that,

for the recommended structural reliability levels, limit conditions fall in
the Reasonably Probable category which is where they should be. Ultimate

(omega) conditions are in the Extremely Remote range which is also the proper

placement. The minimum structural reliability necessary to place Ultimate (Omega)

conditions in the Extremely Remote category is approximately 0.997.

8.5 Fighter Data

a. Table XII show4 F-100 limit wing bending moment occurrences and computed

structural reliability levels derived from Reference I for a coefficient of

variation in strength of 0.08.

Surprisingly high structural reliability levels were derived in the referenced

analysis when it is cor, dered that the implied recomtiended fighter

structural reliability is 0.99.

b. In Figure 42 the F-100 data is superimposed on the limit and ultimate (omega)*1 variation with structuiol reliability previously shown in Figure 41. Note

that the proposed limit condition line correlates fairly well with the

F-100 limit data. Also shown is the Reference 23 mission analysis

continuous turbulence limit condition point of 2 x 10 occurrences

per hour applied to a 4,00 hour fighter which results in 0.08 occurrences

per lifetime. Even though it is unlikely that a fighter would be gust
-5critical, It appears that the 2 x 10 occurrences per hour is not

appropriate. The value was derived in Reference 13 based strictly

on commercial transport data and application of .the same value wu

other aircraft types may not be valid.

8.6 Suggested Goals

Based on the preceding analysis, the structural reliability goals and corresponding

exceodences of limit and ultimate (omega) conditions of Table XI|1 are rcommended for

oftlytlcol applications of the new method.
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SECTION IX

CHOICE OF DESIGN AND TEST FACTOR

9.1 Required Factors

The basic chain of events in the reliability calculations has been described in

Section III. Figure 43 summarizes this chain for reference. The chosen

unfactored load (limit or omego) is multiplied by a design factor (VS) and

increased by a design margin of safety (MS) to give a faztored design load

(DSNLD), This is matched to an allowable strength, defined as Sal I standard

deviation% below the intended mean strength, AMSTR, which is therefore

determined. The intended strength distribution is modified by the error function

so as to give probable strength distribution. Tests, made to load levels defined

by UNFLD * TEST FACTOR, then yield updated probable strength distributions

wh;ch in turn lead to failure probobilitles and reliabilities.

9.2 Design Factos

-. It is app rent that the intcnded (no error) strength level of the structure is

reloted to the unfactured load by three factors, FS, MS, and Sol t , which

all achieve a similateffect. They provideo a main to cover the likely

$lesence of resultant disrepwtcies botwen the intended .m"imum strength

and Ow ox wlo tlteagih of the weakest aircraft in the fl t.

for canvenenc*. tha ensuirg dlission olsumes the defign wwviin of

Wafet, to be zero. The logc sI ou,;ly modified to incotpot enon-zro

v00 ,es Where aropiate.

b. The value of establishes he detign alloWibles currently in use, but

wheteos current methods revire no other dola, the $toboallistic system

also requires the skndrd dev;oaionm (and diaibs-ion function) to be known.

Figure 43 1 .sfrates again the need fw a single lood vaiue (DSNtD) which

con be used in conlunction with design ollowoble: to Pooble the sites of

the svructrol membe to be established.
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c. Reference I suggests that relationships can be established between the

probabil'ty of occurrence of the unfoctored load and the desired reliability.

Thisj _correct, provided that a number of particular assumptions are made

regarding other porameters, namely

1) load specf.m'16-cation, and distribution parameters

2) strength distribution shape and distribution parameters

3) error function

4) test load level

d. The influence of load spectrum shape is illustrated by the following

example. Figure 44-shows two load spectr6, which both reach 65,0 at a

probability of one, and both reach 100oat a probability of 0.000185. One

is a Gumbel distribution" and the other a normal distribution. The common

value of 100 is chosen as UNFLD. Reliability estimates wer made for

both load spectro assuming identical values forall other-functions

(strength, error and test level).

Figure 45 shows the failure density distributions before testing and after

surviving one test to" 150. Figure 46 shows the cumuiative failure proba-

bilities and the reliabilities. Table XIV summarizes, the results. It is seen

that whereas the demonstrated fleet mean strengthtdo not vary, the failure

risks differ widely although they are low. The particular values In the

example show the intznded failure probabilities (no error, no test) to differ

by a factor of 2.5, decreasing to 1.6 when the probable error is added,

and increasing to 2.6 after testing. In all cases, the normal load distribu-

tion gives the higher risk because of the increased load probabilities

between 65 and 100.

e. The attained ( reliability, after the-test, is 0.9999992 for

the Gumbel loads distribution, and 0.9999979 for the normal distribution.

If the concept of reference 1 is adopted, that therelabi !ty is the comple-

ment of the probability of the load, a value of 0.99981 15 results, which is some

*Ser para, 9.6,
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TABLE XIV

SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF DIFFERENT LOAD SPECTRA

QuantityLoad Distribution
__________________Gumbel Normal

o'No Error (intended)

Failure Probabi lily 0.00000043 0.00000105
Reliability *0.99999957 0.99999895
Fleet Mean Strength* 166.9 166.9

With Error, No Test

Fa I lure ProbabilIity 0.00088822 0.00145386

Reliability 0.99911178 0.99854614

Fleet Mean Strength* 152.5 152.5

With Eror, After Test to 150

Fa ilure ProbabiIi ty 0.00000081 0.00000211

Reliability 0.99999919 0.99999789
Fleet Mean Strength* 161 .8 161 .8

*See para. 9.6.
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two decades lower. It is evident that the reliability will only be the

complement of the load probability for certain combinations of all of the

other parameters discussed above. This fact complicates the problem

associated with the selection of the initial load levels to be used to size

the structural members.

f. Studies performed during the preparation of this report have revealed some

of the inherent relationships between the various factors. If the applica-

tion of the proposed criteria system is summarized in the following manner,

certain practical procedures can be formulated:

"to provide structural members whose sizes are determined by

matching a factored design load to an allowable strength, and to

test to load levels such that, allowing for probable discropancies

between the intended and actual strength levels, the desired

reliability is demonstrated."

It will be obvious that the same results will be achievable by designing to

a high factored load level, and testing to a moderate load level, and by

designing to a modest factored load level with the testing performed to a
higher level. It will also be apparent that the probability of sustaining

the test load diminishes as the test load level increases. These trends sug-

gest that an optimum combination might exist in terms of total cost

(reference 5, for example, discusses this concept), but the fomal logic of

such a procedure remains undeveloped. Section IX-4 explores the tnterac -

tion between the factors.

9.3 Test Factors

a. Ea,'lier sections of this report have alluded to the difference between

survival tests and failure tests. Reference I describes the interpretation of

survival tests; the probability that the test specimen has a strength greater

than the test load is estimated from the mean strength distribution (including

the probable discrepancy). Bayes' theorem is opplied to yield an updated
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mean strength distribution which leads to the updated individual strength

distribution and to the reliability.

The knowledge of an actual test failure load is much more difficult to

incorporate into a practical analysis, since the probability of an exact

value Is mathematically indeterminate. It must be replaced by the esti-

mated probability of a value withih a certain interval, and this will vary

with the width of the interval, a fact which inhibits uniform interpretation.

b. Figure 47 shows the reliability levels computed for different intervals (dx),

with all other values unchanged. For test loads of 150 percent of the

unfactored design load, a variation of thirteen times is observed in the

Arisk of failure as the interval width changes from 2 to 20. This ambiguity

suggests that for practical reasons, rather than for logical reasons, all tests

should be interpreted as tests surviving a given load level. If a failure

does occur, then a level just below the failure level is regarded as the

load survived.

Figure 48 compares the results of tests to various load levels, regarded in

the two different ways.

9.4 Combined Factors

a. Adopting the approach described above, a study was made using data

pertinent to the C-141 wing root bending moment in the vertical gust

cases. The load spectrum used is shown in Figure 49. The strength varia-

tions and error function were the some as those described In earlier sections

of this report. Using 100 as the unfactored design load, the design factor

and test factor were varied through the range 1,0 to 1.8, and the fleet

mean strength and probability of failure were calculated before and after

J' the survival test. For the case of a design factor of I .5, the failure test

condition was evaluated with on interval width of 5.

*See paro. 9.6.
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b. Figure 50 shows the reliob;iitles for the survival tests, together with the

intended (no error) values and the probable (no test) values. The actual

design paocess used 1 .5 as the design and test factor, the appropriate

points being marked A and B. Point B can be regarded as the intended

reliability level (0.99999980) and Point A as the value demonstrated by

the conventional test to 1 .5 times the unfactored design load (reliability,

0.9999983). Figure 51 compares the failure and survival test rsults for a

1.5 design factor. Figure 52 shows the fleet mean streng0~demonstrated by

the survival tests, and figure 5J~ cortiores, the same quantity for survival and

failure tests, with the design factor of 1.5.

c.- A study of figure 50 reveals some intriguing trends. If the conventional

test to 150 parawst load is replaced by a test surviving 100 percent load,

the demonstrated reliability only drops from 0.9999983 to 0.99M947;

figure 52 shows that a test to 150 percent Indicates'a, -fleet mean strngth

of 165.1, compared with the intended value of 175.5 (no ermo), but that

testing to 100 percent still indicates a fleet mean srenth of 162.0. PR*

thesn partioukr numbers, the value of a test aoe. the 100 paircen~t level.

must be questioned, apart from its effect In reduchtg the probable standard

devioao of stenth from 8.2 percent to 7.1 percent, as shown in figure

54.

d. Figurs5 aS-wi mvarlotl ns f the cse whothe dsir and

tes fato. or eqal.This assumption coin be ftde in order to simplify

the choice of values to be used ins a poirticultir case, and wo-l probably be

necesmoy it Chout of sMAdwr Values are to be prepared (tee Sectl'on XII).

9.5 Non-Destructive Test;n

0. the features previously dislcussed lead to the qWestio whether a wooie of

nitn-destructive tests ("proof '.ts") coo be usedin place of a single test to

a higher lod level. It is necessary, in thh context, to eMOhaize that

each teW mus be an a sepaate ortic I*, and to poin out that an operatoal

'Se pa..9.6.
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experience has the same influence as a laboratory test; hence the
* acceptance tests on each aircraft can provide a much greater volume of

pertinent data for probability-based criteria than is normally available
under the ) resent system.

b. The data used for the example described above was used for a trade-off

study between one test '1 150 percent of the unfactored load and ten tests

to 100 percent of the unfactored load. Figure 55 shows the reliabilities

obtained from one test to-factored load levels compared with those from a

series of tests to 100 percent load. It is seen that for this particular

example repeated testing to 100 percent has little influence, ana that ten

such tests are equivalent to one test to 108 percent load.

co A further study was then made using a wider range of values. Trade-off

rates between different numbers of tests to different test factors are

illustrated by Figure 56. It is observed that for the particular data used,

one test to 150 percent of the unfactored design load could be replaced
by two tests to 147 percent, three to 145 percent, five to 142 percent or

ten to 139 percent. The chances of surviving the same series are shown

in Figure 57. Before the testing, the probabilities of surviving the same

series of tests are 0.77, 0.69, 0.65, 0.59 and 0.46 respectively,

so that the best chance of "demonstrating" the reliability occurs with

a single test to the highest test load.

d. Suppose now that the first test only survived 143 percent, testing of

four futher specimens to this level would now be required to "demonstrate"

the same level of reliability as the original aim. But the center plot of

Figure 57 shows that, at this stage, the chances of surviving this new test

series have dropped to 0.75 .Deductions of this kind can be made from
plots of this type, to aid in the assessment of the optimum test program

based on available data at any time.
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9.6 Indicated Mean Strength

a. Some explanation of the meaning of the "demonstrated" or "indicated"

mean strength is required. It is assumed in the analysis that the strength

scatter about the mean is known, but that the location of the mean is not

known. The form of the "error function" provides a means whereby the

probable distribution of the actual mean strength may be defined. Inter-

pretation of the test results by the employment of Bayes' theorem takes the
form of modifying this assumed distribution of probable mean strengths. It

rmust be emphasized that at no time will the actual value of the mean

strength be determinate.

b. At each stage of the analysis (no error, with error but before tests, after

tests), the implied probability distribution of mean strength can be derived.

With the assumed scatter about the mean, it is then possible to derive the

implied total distribution of individual strength (see figure 7). The mean

of this resultant distribution is the quantity rqferred to as the "fleet mean

strength." It caitnot be regarded as the actual mean strength, but can be

taken as an indication of the most likely value of the moon, if all of the

other assumptions are valid. The scatter about this mean is equally

important and changes from step to step as additional data becomes

available (see figure ,4(a) for example).
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SECTION X
TRIAL APPLICATION TO THE C-141 CARGO TRANSPORT

10.1 Introduction

a. In order to demonstrate the procedures, interfaces, and decisions
involved in the structural reliability analysis, a trial application
of the techniques and data presented in this report is performed

for the C-141 cargo transport aircraft.

b. The C-141 (Figure 58) is a land-based, heavy logistic cargo
transport designed to airlift various types of combat support

equipment, supplies, personnel, and air-evac patients. The
C-141 fleet consists of 281 aircraft which have flown a total of

three million flight hours without the loss of a single aircraft due

to either understrength structure or overload.

Table XV presents a summary of the C-141 structural criteria.

C. The C-141 fleet Is now undergoing the Individual Service Life

Monitoring Program (IASLMP), which is a portion of the Aircraft
Structural Integrity Program (ASIP). Under IASLMP, the utilization
of mission types and such parameters as cargo weight, fuel weight,
Mach number, and altitude are recorded for each aircraft. There-

fore, the actual utilization of individual aircraft or that for the

hypothetical fleet average aircraft can be determined. Under the

life history recording program of ASIP, 26,741 hours of velocity-
load factor - altitude (VGH) data have been collected. Such
data are used to determine maneuver load factor spectra and

atmospheric turbulence parameters which are representative of the
environment in which the C-141 is flown.

d. Since the C-141 fleet has demonstrated that the structural reliability
resulting from the criteria to which it was designed is more than
adequate, It is of interest to determine what the structural reliability
actually is. Also, it is of interest to determine what the design loads

for the C-141 would be using the structural reliability technique pre-
sented in this report. it is therefore the Intent of this section to per-

N, form such analyses using the C-141 utilization and VGH data.
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TABLE XV
C-141 OPERATIONAL CRITERIA

DESIGN WEIGHTS

Condition Weight (Lb.)

Maximum Flight Gross Weight 316,100 (Original)
323,100 (Updated)o:,. 72,131, Maximum Cargo Weight 7,3

Maximum Fuel Weight for Flight 151,452
Maximum Zero Fuel Weight 204,670
Maximum Landing Weight 316,100 (Original)

(6 ft/sec sink speed) 323,100 (Updated)
Normal Landing Weight 257,500

(10 ft/sec sink speed)

DESIGN SPEEDS

Condition Speed

Limit 410 K./S to 21,000 Ft. then M -0.89

Maximum Level Flight 350 25,000 0 .225
Rough Air Penetration Speed 270 36,800 0.225
Spoiler Placard 350 19,800 0.750
T.O. Flap Placard 200 24,200 0.420
Landing Flop Placard 185 24,700 0.450

DESIGN MANEUE VERT!CAL LOAD.FACTORS

oCase Configuration Load Factor

I Positive Symmetrical Maneuver Clean and Spoiler 2.5
j Flop 2.0
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10.2 Calculation of Structural Reliability for C-141

a. A comprehensive calculation of the structural reliability of the
C-141 is beyond the scopi of this report due to the sheer magni-

tude of the amount of analysis required, Also, such a comprehen-
sve analysis is not necessary as the structural reliability can be

calculated for selected loads sources at one structural location.
As such, the results reflect only the st-uctural .reliabilitIes for

the structural location and load sources selezted, which are suf-

ficlent for demonstration purposes.

b. Wing Station 135, which Is located about one-third of the distance

between the wing root and the inboard pylon, is selected for the

structural reliability analysis. This station was used as a loads con.

tral station for the inboard wing during the original design toats

analysis. As such, the original. design load conditions for the in-

board wing were determined by performing a toads envelope onalysis

for selcted load components at wing station 135.

Positive vertical maneuver is the surce of six different design con-

ditions for positive vertical bending moment - torsion requirements

at wing station 135. Therefore, po ithve vertical maneuver is selected

ai one of the loud& soucces for th structual reliabiliy analysis.

Positive, discrete gut did not cause any design load conditions for

the C-.41 wing. However, the gust loads wete of signf ant mngnitude.
In view of this fct, -and Oh. fact that power-spectrl gust analysis

haIs b en t ecomme n od for um In the strut tal reliability analysis,

Podtive vertical gust Is os1 selected oa loods source for the stue-

t-ol ..eiability aalysls.

. Approximately 764,000 flight hours of C-141 IASLMP usoge data is

used toestablish the utillzotion of the fleet oveage C-41 alrctort.

the uw edoo is boken down by mission type ando grid of 2268

fuc' togo, Mach number and altitude data block combinations which

represent the opeational regimes of the C..141. By using all of the

ig ficant data block usage dota, the sottsticol scatte nhr nt in

the dote is tained, rWher than just the mean vaIles. Ibe. ore
,thlae diffoent misions into which the usage data ore clasified.

These thirteen missions can be broken dawn into three ditinct oes;

logistics, training, and airdrop. Table XVI gives a unaary of the
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TABLE XVI.

C-141 IASIMP M&SSION UTILIZATION

F ISINAVERAGE 
CARGO % FLIGHT HOUR

r YEWEIGHT (LB)* UTILIZATION

Lgsis36,660 83.9

Triig4,900 M57

Ahdrop 14,400 0.4

'Design Corgio Weight 72,131 Lbs.
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C-141 mission utilization and average cargo weights. The

airdrop missions represent only 0.4% of the total flight hour
utilization and therefore will be considered as logistics
missions for this analysis. Thus, only two separate types of
missions, logistics and training, are required to adequately

represent the utilization of the C-141.

d. hWneuver vertical load factor spectra were obtained by re-
ducing the maneuver vertical load factor data for 13,264
flight hours of VGH data. Due to the limited range of the

vertical load factor data, the data was fit by extreme-value
double family distributions in order to allow extrapolation to

larger vertical load factors. The vertical load toctor data was
reducd on an extteme-volue basis by retaining only the maxi-

mum vertical load foctor for constant time intervals. A ten
a.ho time interval was used for the logistics missions, while a

flive hour time interval was used for the shorter training missions.
The resultant data then determine the probability that a food
factor wilI occut as a maximum during the given time inter-al,

not-l 'tat the. pixbblifty that it will occur.

The ma~neuver tor .F far spectra Vary Vsipalfietl bewe
'nmiio tyn and mission tegment. Tettfore, sep ate stra "

.. were detemined for logittit andi tmling miions ervite And
no mn-.cruise sennts. Uh. resulting utonuvet, load factr spectra

We presented in Figures 5$V' d 60 for logistict awd tining asiulWoe
* rem.cfively.

0. Maneuver verticol ben dm.a m*,menotsloao toad. speco are thee

calculated using the mission d&to block utiliattoo, msoneovr load

Vec-t ipctro =nd Irseon erd incremental moneuvet loods dato. As
discussed 'n Secti(oA V, aircmaft Itaitations such as oerodynamic stall

and contool limits should be included i,,% a atotlial foods analysis.
10he C-.41 maneuver copobility is primarily limiteJ by aetdyrvnic

stall trashe- than control limits. Theote, the maneuver load sctra
for each discrete flight condition is frnAcot, d when the stall lift

coefficient is obtained.
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As discussed in Section V, the loads spectra must be presented

in a form which is compatible with structural strength. For

C-141 vertical maneuver conditions, vertical bending moment
and torsion are the most significant wing load components,

Therefore, the vertical bending moment-torsion loads spectra
are converted to percent of partial limit vertical bending moment-
torsion strength as shown by Figure 61. The envelope is called
a partial limit strength envelope because the envelope is formed
from limit conditions having zero margins of safety due to the

combined six components of load. The use of the partial limit
strength vertical bending indirect torsion envelope thus places
qualifying assu..ptions on the other four load components, but
it is felt to be a satisfactory approximation. Thermodynamic and
internal pressurization effects are not significant for the C-141
wing and therefore are not included here. The resulting spectra
are presented by Figure 62 for the C-141 30,000 flight hour

design lifetime.

f. Using 16,430 hours of C-141 VGH gust vertical load factor data,
gust environmental parameters have previously been derived. The

procedure involves the generation of generalized peak load factor
spectra and curve fitting to obtain the gust environmental parameters.

The aircraft structure is defined by three rigid body modes and 15
symmetrical modes of flexible vibration. The aerodynamic representa-
tion includes such effects as variation of the lift curve slope with
Mach number, downwash on the horizontal stabilizer and Kussner
and Wagner lift growth functions. The von Karman power-spectral
equation and a varying scale of turbulence, L, are used to define
the R.M.S. load response to a unit R.MoS. gust velocity; A, and
the characteristic frequency of response, N . The von Karman0
power-spectral equation is shown below.

§(0,L)_ L(1 + 4.781n 2 L) 9
2 ,( + 1. 793a'2 L2)11/6
w
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Where: ( L) is the power spectral density input function

a is the R.M.S. gust velocity (ft/sec)w
L Is the scale of turbulence (ft)

is the reduced frequency (rod/ft)

Table XVII presents the scale of turbulence and the other turbulence

parameters as derived for the C- 141.

g. Peak gust load spectra are then determined for the C-141 utiliza-

tion by use of the generalized exceedance equation separately for
each data block.

I (Y) N T PI exp + Pexp -10p y Y) y2 b y

Where: N is the cumulative number of occurrences
of load greater than or equal to Y

Noy is the characteristic frequency of response

for load Y (CPS)

Y is the total load

7 is the mean 1.0g flight load

T is the flight time in seconds

A is the R.M.S. load response-to an R.M.S.
y

gust velocity of one ft/sec

P1 ,P2 ,b), and b2 ore as defined by Table XVII

h. The spectra for individual load components are obtained inde.-
pendently by use of the genaralized exceedence equation. There-
fore, In order to determine a given state of loading, the phasing
of the load components must be determined. Reference 13 presents
two methods fol determining load component phasing; both uf which
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TABLE XVII

VERTICAL GUST TURBULENCE PARAMETERS

ALTITUDE P Tb bL

(1000OFT.)11 2

0-1 .95 .0045 2.8 6.0 500

1-2 .47 .0034 3.1 6.2 1600

2 -5 .27 .0021 3.2 6.5 1650

5-10 .13 .001 3.2 7.9 1860

10-20 .057 .0004 3.2 7.9 2250.

20-30 .039 .0002 3.2 8.3 3250

30-40 .03 1 .00013 3.2 8.0 4250

> 40 .027 .0001 3.2 7.2 5350

P is the percent of time spent i n non-storm turbulence.

P is the percent of time spent in storm turbulence.

b, is the composite R.M.S. gust velocity for non-storm
turbulence (ft/sec).

b, is the compste R. M.S. gust velocity for storm turbu-
Ie enc e (f t/spcl.

L is the scale of turbulence (ft)
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involve a significant amount of analysis. Such methods are

not applied here as it is felt that for the C-141 wing station

selected, a satisfactory representation of the gust load spectra

in terms of percent limit strength can be obtained by the use

of vertical bending moment alone. This is demonstrated by

referring to Figure 63 which shows that over a range of torsion

from -10 to +7 million in-lbs, the allowable limit bending moment

varies from a maximum of 67 to minimum of 60 million in-lbs, a

variation of only 10%. Therefore, an approximation of the per-

cent of limit strength for a given bending moment can be obtained

by taking the 100% limit strength bending moment as the reduced

value of 60 million in-lbs. Techniques such as this would have to

be used in preliminary design analyses where such simplifications

are a necessity.

The resulting spectra are presented by Figure 64 for the C-141

30,000 hour design lifetime.

Si. In order to perform the structural reliability analysis following the

determination of the 'oads spectra, the strength scatter due to fabri-

cation and material variations and an error function must be deter-

mined. Section VI presents an extreme-value double family fit of

the strength scatter for the primary material used for the C-141 wing,

7075-T6. Section VI also presents an extreme-value double family

fit of the strength scatter due to the fabrication of riveted joints.

Section VII presents error fuictions as derived from C-141 static test

data. The material and fabrication data from Section VI and the

error function for the original C-141 configuration are selected

for the structural reliability calculations. These data together with
the loads spectra are input to the modified structural reliability pro-

gram. The results are as follows for one test surviving 150% of

limit load (ultimate).
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W.S. 135 STRUCTURAL
LOADS SOURCE RELIABILITy

Positive Vertical Maneuver .999999993

Positive Vertical Gust .999994

J. As recommended in Section VIII, the structural reliability goal

for cargo transport aircraft is .999. Therefore, for the wing

station and toads sources c :,isidered, the C-141 hs structural

reliability for in excess of the recommended goal.

k. The comparison of the relative structural reliabilities between the
two loads sources is significant. The original C-141 design loads

analysis for 2.59 maneuver and discrete gust showed that the air-

craft was not gust critical as the maximum gust wing loads did not

exceed 80% of the maximum maneuver toads. However, on a

statistical basis, just the opposite is true as the wing has o much

lower reliability for gust than for maneuver. The merit of the

structural reliabi1ty analysis is therefore evident as it identifies
the strength requirements for indivitsual load sources based upon

a common structural reliability goal.

10.3 C-41 Win Load Requirements for Structurat Reliability Goal

a. Since it has been demonstrated that for two loads sources, positive

vertical maniuver and positive vertical gust, the structural rellability

for a selected C-141 wing station is far in excess of the structutol
reliability goal, it is of interest to determino what the design load

requirements would be in otdor to just obtain the structural reliability

b. Doetermination of Limits for User Controlled Parameters

1) As discussed in Section V, limits on the user controlled

parameters must be defined such that the areas of nrawl,
overload, and gross overload operation can easily be deter-

mined by the user. Positive vertical maneuver is a loads sore

for which the iesultont loads we completely determined by user

controlled poiameters. As such the limits for the user controlled
parameters which ore pertinant to positive vertical mOneuver

will be determined.
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2) Figure 65 presents maneuver load factor cumulative occurrence
spectra for logistics and training missions representing a 30,000
flight hour design lifetime. The original design vertical maneuver
load factor of 2.5 is shown to have a probability of exceedance

of approximately 10 during logistics missions and is equaled
or exceeded twelve times during training missions.

At a given verticat maneuver load factor, cargo weight, as

shown by Figure 66, has the most significant effect on wing

loads. Figure 67 presents cumulative probability spectra for
cargo weight utilization during logistics and training missions.
The spectrum for logistics missions has been conservatively
extrapolated to 120% of the design cargo weight of 72,131
lbs.

3) Since cargo weight and vertical load factor are the most

significao' po(wometers for C.141 maneuver wing loads,
the magnitude of the maximum wing loads for- the three
operationot regimes can be effectively defined by limiting

the maneuver v t ,oil load factor for any given c oro wei0t.
Figure 68 presents curves of vertico! load facw nrvt cro
weight fdr the limit and om"ga ptobobilifies of ceedeie -

recommended in Section VIII. The ;nCreos in slope o ,he lower
cargo weights is due to the tining misioos which hove luige
mAneuver Vertical load foctor, but low cargo weights The

C141 uage dato indicortes O oa omega cowgo weight of

86,50 S.A 120% Of the design n*tWom cargo, provides
s'uffcient m"rgin for cargo overlooc

4) Figure 69 pmswts tha limit and omega cc g-tuel envelopet.

The limit envelope is defined by the design cogo weight of

S72131 lbs., the updated mao mum flight grots weight of
323,100 lbs., and the design maximum ilgh* fuel weight
of 151, 452 lbs. As, peviously dis wsed, the m imum

Cago weight 16 t isgo operations is take' to be 86,5S00

bMs. The C-141 usage dato indicates that n o eg gross-

weight of 343, 100 lbs. provides sufficient mrgin for omega
operations. The C-141 usage data Ihs revealed no ino.3ces
where the design maximum fuel weight was exceeded. There-

fore, no separote omega fuel weight is considered.
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5) Figure 70 presonts the limit and oi-aga airspeed-altitude

combinations for the clean configuration. The C-141 usage

data indicates that the maximum level flight speed, VH , is

a sufficient definition of the limit airspeed-altitude combina-

tion, while dive speed, VL , provides sufficient margin for

overload operations. The C-141 usage data does not indicate

any exceedences of the spoiler and flap placards. Therefore,

the limit airspeed-altitude combinations for the spoiler and

flap configurations are taken as their respective placard values,

and no separate omega walues are defined.

6) No exceedences of the design center of gravity envelope

have been recorded by the C-141 usage data. Center of

gravity has only secondary effects on the C-141 wing loads.
Hence, the design center of gravity envelope is taken as

the limit envelope, and no omega envelope is defined.

co Determination of Maneuver Limit and Omega Condi \ s

1) As discussed in Section V, maneuver limit and omega

conditions can be determined by two different methods.

The two methods are repeated here f.'r emphasis. The first

method is purely probabilistic in that Ormit and omega con-

ditions are those which produce the highest load levels

for the respective limit and omega prohabilities of occurrence.

Such an approach works well in a single parameter load en-

vironment, however in a multiple parameter environment such

an approach does not adequately define alI combnations of

the user controlled parameters which are within the limit and

omega conditions.

2) The second method Is deterministic in that the limit and omega

conditions are defined as those which provide the maximum

loads for any combination of user controlled parameters within

the respective limit and omega values. Such an approach has

the additional advantnge of being consisteni with present design

procedures. It must be noted that the usage of the aircraft is

not neglected for the second merhod, as the limits on the

user controlled parameters are determined based upon the usage

data. Also, the design factors which are applied to the loads
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for the limit and omega conditions are babed upon the

loads probability spectra.

3) Tho deterministic method of obtaining the limit and omega

maneuver conditions is therefore used here. The limit

and omega conditions for wing station 135 are determined

by developing load trend data for the various parameters,

and then performing a vertical bending moment torsion

envelope analysis. The limit and omega conditions are

then those conditions which define the loc--  envelopes.

The resulting load envelopes are presented by Figure 71

and the limit and omega conditions are as shown in Table

XVIII.

The limit and omega maneuver loads are presented by

Figure 72 as percentages of the respective limit and omega

"I iload envelopes.

d. Determination of Positive Gust Limit and Omega Conditions

1) As discussed in Section V, positive gust is a probabilistic

loads source which is not directly controlled by the user.

That is, the user controlled parameters do not determine

the maximum gust loads that can be obtained. Rather,

maximum gust loads can be determined only on a probability

of occurrence basis.

- I Using the power-spectral gust equations, methods and

turbulence parameters, as previously presented in this

section, limit and omega conditions are determined for

the C-141 usage data. The selection of the limit and

omega conditions is based upor vertical bending moment

only,. The limit condition is that which provides the largest

vertical bending moment, for the limit probability of occurrence

of once per lifetime, while &icjt for omega corresponds to the
omega probability of exceedance of 10- 3 times per lifetime.

The limit and omega gust load spectra are presented by Figure

/3, and the limit and omega conditions are as follows:
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W.S 135 R.M.S.
CONDITION M <. W. CARGO FUEL MACH VEL. OUST VEL

6
(10 in-lbI (ib) (ib) (ib) (KEAS) (ft/sec)

Limit 36 229,989 6o.ooo 37.500 .49 28.4

Sega 57.6 229, 89 60,ooo 37,. '0 ,755 283 68.2

2) The maximum wing station 135 vertical bending moment for

the C-141 original discrete gust design loads onaly,is is 57.3

million in-lb (limit).

e. Determination of Design Factor and Design Loads

1) The structural reliability unalysis is performed separately

for maneuver and gust using the limit and omega loads

spectra, the C-141 material and fabric ,.on strengti

scatter, and the C-141 original configura -n with statV

test error function. The design factors -equired to obtain

the structural reliability goals of .99999 for limit and

.999 for omega are determined. Assuming on-o static
A test is survived with the test factor equal to the design

factor, the following design lactors are obtained:

LOADS SOURCE COND. DESIGN FACTOR

Positive Vertical Maneuver Limit 1.29

Positive Vertical Maneuver Omega 1.0

Positive Vertical Gust Limi 1.51

Positive Vertical Gu-4t Omega 1.11

2) The factored design loads requirements for both loodi sources

are presented by Figure 74. The original ultimate design load

requirements resulting from both loadt siurces are also shown

for comparison. The omega gust verticol bandinj moment re-

quirement slightly exceeds both of the limit and omego moneu'er

requirements. Also, tho omega gust requirement exceeds the

limit gust requirement by approximately 20%. However, the role

is reversed for maneuver as the limit trequirements slightly exceed

those for omega. Thus, overload operations for mwneuver are not

as significant as those for gust.
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The structural reliability load requirements are sig-

nificantly less than the original ultimate load requirements.

On a vertical bending moment only basis, a reduction of

$ 35% is indicated at wing station 135 for the two loads

sources considered. Since wing station 135 is a loads

control station for the inboard wing, the results are ap-

plicable to other inboard wing stations.

3) The results of this exercise should not be interpreted to

mean that the structural reliability load requirements will

olwoys be less than those resulting from the present deter-

ministic methods. Rather, the results are dependent upon

the utilization and strenpth scatter for the individual aircraft

being considered.

10.4 Fatipue Endurance Cons;derations

Only stotc strength structural reliability has ben onsidorej 41 i I

analysis. However, in order to odequ?-ey J0-ne th, design load ra-

quiremeenh, fatigue and fai -safe requi*enents mft' -c ISo be inc ludd.

The reults of the C-141 static strength sirtturol reliability analysis

sisewod th|t the positive verKcal beoding mo%#ent requrornti for tho

-)bard win awe 33% lei3 thor, those for thni oaeimula doetrnirtitic

rquir1meots. Howeves, if the deiigi load , woro docreove-d by 35%,

and i the ime detail de-ign waere used, tha stress. to load ratio viould

iiKfeQS6 by 35%. S) J1 a." increase In strevs to lood tao~ wL-ouse

an apiproximotely 90% teductioo in f,,tgue ndurnc e o- tl e C-141 wing

root lower srface. Such o teducton is not acceptoble. Therefore, the

dos4gn loads tnonn. determined only by stotic sten.fh, ats fo ioe acwd

fallsafe considerations may ditaote higher load

r.,16.
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